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Abstract. We present an approximation to the Brunet–Derrida model of
supercritical branching Brownian motion on the real line with selection of
the N right-most particles, valid when the population size N is large. It
consists of introducing a random space-time barrier at which particles are
instantaneously killed in such a way that the population size stays almost
constant over time. We prove that the suitably recentered position of this
barrier converges at the log3N timescale to a Lévy process, which we iden-
tify. This validates the physicists’ predictions about the fluctuations in the
Brunet–Derrida model.
Keywords. Branching Brownian motion, Brunet–Derrida particle system.
1 Introduction
Consider one-dimensional supercritical branching Brownian motion (BBM): particles diffuse
on the real line according to standard Brownian motions and split independently with rate 1
into a random number of particles distributed according to the reproduction law pqpkqqkě0,
with mean greater than 1 and finite second moment. The physicists Brunet and Derrida have
introduced a model of BBM with selection: Fix a (large) parameter N , and as soon as the
number of particles exceeds N , instantaneously kill the left-most, in order to have at most N
particles at any time. This model, which we call the N -BBM, has been studied by them and
coauthors in extraordinary detail [20, 21, 22, 23]. In a first approximation, they model the
system by a deterministic traveling wave of an FKPP-type equation with cutoff [20] (FKPP
stands for Fisher, Kolmogorov, Petrovskii and Piskounov after [34, 46]). Assuming the validity
of this approximation, they find that the linear speed of N -BBM differs from the speed of
the right-most particle in BBM without selection by a quantity of the order of log2N . In a
subsequent work [22], they introduce a better, semi-deterministic approximation, which does
not only yield a better asymptotic for the speed, but also the complete set of cumulants of
the position of the front, all of them scaling as log´3N . Moreover, this approximate model
together with numerical simulations suggests [23] that the genealogy of the system can be
described on a timescale log3N by the celebrated Bolthausen–Sznitman coalescent [17].
In order to explain the presence of the Bolthausen–Sznitman coalescent, Berestycki, Beres-
tycki and Schweinsberg [10] approximate the N -BBM by BBM with a linear space-time barrier
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at which particles are instantaneously killed and whose slope is exactly the conjectured speed
of the N -BBM (this idea was also present in [9] and indeed already in [22]). They show for
their system that the number of particles and the genealogy of the system converge in the
log3N timescale to Neveu’s continuous-state branching process and the Bolthausen–Sznitman
coalescent, respectively. Here, we will push their results further and present an approximation
of the N -BBM by BBM with a random absorbing space-time barrier (the model is defined
properly in Section 7) with the following properties.
1. The number of particles in the approximate model stays almost constant over the time-
scale log3N .
2. The position of the random barrier, suitably recentered, converges at the log3N timescale
to a Lévy process pLtqtě0, given by
logEreiλL1 s “ iλc` c0
ż 8
0
eiλx ´ 1´ iλx1pxď1q Λpdxq. (1.1)
Here, c0 “
a
2
ř
kpk ´ 1qqpkq, c P R is a constant and Λpdxq is the image of the measure
x´2dx by the map x ÞÑ c´10 logp1` xq.
These properties are stated in precise form in Section 7.
In a next work, we plan to show that this approximation can be coupled with the N -BBM
in such a way that our results can be transferred to that model.
1.1 Related work
The author is aware of only two mathematically rigorous articles on the N -BBM or the N -
BRW (branching random walk): Bérard and Gouéré [9] prove the log2N correction of the
linear speed of N -BRW, thereby showing the validity of the approximation by a deterministic
traveling wave with cutoff. Durrett and Remenik [30] study the empirical distribution of N -
BRW and show that it converges to a system of integro-differential equations with moving
boundary. BBM with absorption at a linear space-time barrier however is a well-studied
process (see for example [27, 35, 37, 44, 59]) and is much more tractable than N -BBM due
to the greater independence between the particles and its connection with some differential
equations [37, 54, 59].
In addition to its intrinsic interest, the N -BBM is believed to be representative for general
noisy traveling waves (see [21] or the review articles [65], Chapter 7, or [60]). There is indeed an
exact duality relation between the FKPP equation with Gaussian white noise and a system
of branching and coalescing Brownian motions, discovered by Shiga [64] in the context of
stepping stone models. Recently, an estimate for the speed of a traveling wave of the noisy
FKPP equation was established [57] which partly confirms the physicists’ predictions. We
believe that the present paper will we useful in the study of its dual branching-coalescing
system, which could potentially lead to an improvement of the results for the noisy FKPP
equation.
Let us also note that branching Brownian motion without selection has a long history:
Starting with [63] it has been studied by many authors and under various aspects, along with
its discrete counterpart, the branching random walk. Since [55], its connection to the FKPP
equation has raised very fruitful interactions between analysis and probability theory (see for
example [49] and the references therein). BBM has been used in applications, for example to
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model ecological and epidemic spread [56] or directed polymers on disordered trees [28]. During
the last years, there has been renewed interest in the behavior of its extremal particles, be it
the right-most only [1, 40, 2] or the whole point process formed by the particles at the right
edge [3, 5, 6, 53]. The extremal statistics of several other models have actually been shown or
are conjectured to belong to the same universality class as BBM, such as the Gaussian Free
Field on a two-dimensional lattice [15, 16, 19], or the cover time of a 2D box by a random
walk (see e.g. [29] and the references therein).
1.2 Heuristic ideas and overview of the results
We recall the heuristic semi-deterministic description of N -BBM established in [22]:
1. Most of the time, the particles are in a meta-stable state, in which the diameter of the
cloud of particles (also called the front) is approximately L “ c´10 logN , the empirical
density of the particles proportional to e´c0x sinpπx{Lq, and the system moves at a
linear speed vcutoff “ c0´ c0π2{p2 log2Nq. This is the description provided by the cutoff
approximation from [20].
2. This meta-stable state is perturbed from time to time by particles moving far to the
right and thus spawning a big number of descendants, causing a shift of the front to the
right after a relaxation time which is of the order of log2N . To make this precise, we
fix a point in the bulk, for example the barycenter of the cloud of particles, and shift
our coordinate system such that this point becomes its origin. Playing with the initial
conditions of the FKPP equation with cutoff, the authors of [22] found that a particle
moving up to the point L` δ causes a shift of the front by
Rpδq “ 1
c0
log
´
1` Ce
c0δ
L3
¯
,
for some constant C ą 0. In particular, in order to have an effect on the position of the
front, a particle has to reach Leff `Op1q, where Leff “ L` c´10 3 log logN .
3. Assuming that such an event, where a particle “escapes” to the point L ` δ, happens
with rate Ce´c0δ, one sees that the time it takes for a particle to come close to Leff , and
thus causing shifts of the front, is of the order of log3N , which is much longer than the
relaxation time when N is large.
4. With this information, the full statistics of the position of front (the speed v and the
cumulants of order n ě 2) were found to be
v ´ vcutoff « π2c0 3 log logN
log3N
[n-th cumulant]
t
« π
2c2´n0 n!ζpnq
log3N
, n ě 2,
(1.2)
where ζ denotes the Riemann zeta-function.
Berestycki, Berestycki and Schweinsberg [10] put this description onto a rigorous foun-
dation. They study BBM with absorption at the origin and with drift ´µ, where µ “b
c20 ´ π2{L2eff “ v ` opL´3q. Their starting point is to introduce a second barrier at the
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point LA “ Leff ´ c´10 A, for some large positive constant A, and divide the particles into
two parts: One the one hand those that stay inside the interval p0, LAq or get absorbed at
0, on the other hand those that eventually hit the second barrier. This corresponds roughly
to the division of the process into a deterministic and a stochastic part. Indeed, killing the
particles at the right barrier prevents the number of particles to grow fast and thus permits
to calculate expectations and variances of various quantities. The quantities one is interested
in, for example the number of particles at the time log3N , will then have variances of order
e´A, such that for large A, this system behaves almost deterministically at the macroscopic
scale. Moreover, the shape of the front predicted by the physicists, with a density proportional
to e´c0x sinpπx{Lq, follows simply from the transition density of Brownian motion with drift
killed at the border of the interval p0, LAq. As for the particles that hit the right barrier, the
number of descendants of such a particle will be at a later time of the order of e´ANW , where
W is a random variable with tail P pW ą xq „ 1{x, as x goes to infinity. Moreover, the rate at
which particles hit the right barrier is of the order of eA{ log3N . Putting the pieces together,
the authors of [10] then show that the process which counts the number of particles of the
system converges in the log3N timescale to Neveu’s continuous-state branching process and
its genealogy to the Bolthausen–Sznitman coalescent.
In this article, we validate the physicists’ predictions concerning the fluctuations of the
position of the N -BBM. Similar to [10], we approximate the N -BBM by BBM with negative
drift and absorption at a barrier, but instead of keeping the barrier fixed at the origin, we will
make the barrier move along with process, in such a way that the number of particles stays
almost constant. The movement of the barrier is very simple. Most of the time it does not
move at all. Only when a particle hits a point a ą 0 and spawns a lot of descendants, we move
the barrier to the right in order to kill particles and thus make the population size stay almost
constant. After this system has relaxed (which takes a time of order a2), the barrier stays
fixed again and we repeat this process, with the point a shifted by the amount the barrier has
moved.
Let us go into the details. Our system is defined in terms of the three positive parameters
a, A and κ, and we define N by a “ c´10 plogN ` 3 log logN ´Aq.1 Initially, we have a barrier
located at the origin and a set of particles in the interval p0, aq, such that Z0 « κeA, where
Zt “
ÿ
aeµpXuptq´aq sin
πx
a
.
Here, we sum over all the particles u alive at time t and Xuptq denotes the distance of the
particle u from the barrier at time t. We then let the particles evolve as branching Brownian
motions with branching rate 1, reproduction law qpkq and drift ´µ, where µ “ac20 ´ π2{a2.
Furthermore, particles are killed as soon as they touch the barrier. We recall that by hypothesis
the reproduction law qpkq has mean greater than 1 and finite second moment.2
The process pZtqtě0 is important for two reasons: Firstly, when a is large, the number of
particles at a time t` s, where a2 ! s ! a3, is approximately p2πc0qNe´AZt [10]. Hence, the
initial condition is chosen in such a way that the number of particles is proportional to N .
Secondly, if we kill particles at 0 and a, then Zt is a martingale and therefore very easy to
handle.
1We use the letter a instead of LA for typographical reasons.
2This last condition is only technical and we believe our results to be true for more general reproduction
laws. In fact, in Section 4, we show that the asymptotic results on the random variable W obtained in [10]
still hold if
ř
kě1 k log
3 kqpkq is finite, but we don’t know whether this condition is sufficient for Theorems 7.2
and 7.3.
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When a particle hits the right barrier at the time T , say, we absorb its descendants at the
space-time line L “ a´ y` pc0 ´µqpt´ T q, where y is a large constant depending on A only
(this idea comes from [10]). In doing so, the number of particles absorbed at the barrier has the
same law as in BBM with absorption at a critical line, i.e. a line with slope c0. Defining then
Z 1 as Zt, but summing only over these descendants, we know that at a later time the number
of descendants of this particle will be of the order of e´ANZ 1. Consequently, we say that a
breakout occurs, whenever Z 1 ą εeA, where ε will be chosen such that in particular ε ! 1{A.
Looking at the definition of Zt, it is easy to guess by which amount ∆ we have to move the
barrier in order to counterbalance the breakout: Choosing ∆ “ c´10 logp1 ` Z 1{pκeAqq, the
value of Zt is approximately divided by 1`Z 1{pκeAq, such that after the relaxation time, the
value of Zt and the number of particles should again be approximately κeA and p2πc0κqN .
This is basically true, but we also have to take into account the fluctuations of Zt between the
times 0 and T , which are mostly due to the particles hitting the point a without producing
a breakout. For this reason, the actual definition of ∆ in (7.1) differs from the one given
here. Nevertheless, the above considerations already explain the convergence of the barrier
to the Lévy process given by (1.1): One the one hand, we have Z 1 « pπ{c0qW , where W is
the random variable mentioned above, such that the law of e´AZ 1 conditioned on Z 1 ą εeA
is approximately εx´21pxěεq dx for large A and a.3 On the other hand, we will show that
breakouts occur at a rate proportional to ε´1a´3. Together with the definition of ∆, this
explains the Lévy measure Λpdxq of (1.1). One easily checks that the cumulants of this Lévy
process coincide with (1.2).
We want to stress two more points. First, in [10], the authors cut the interval r0, a3s into
tiny pieces of size θa3, with θ ! e´A, in order to make sure that with high probability at
most one breakout occurs during a single piece. In adapting this approach to our system with
the moving barrier, we found it however difficult to control the fluctuations of the process Zt
over the whole interval of time r0, a3s. We therefore chose another approach, which also has
the advantage of giving more information about the history of the particle that causes the
breakout. Namely, we will classify the particles into tiers, according to the number of times
they have hit the point a and come back to the space-time line L mentioned above. Thus,
when a tier 0 particle hits the point a, it advances to tier 1, and its descendants have a second
chance to break out after having come back to L . We can then define the time T of the first
breakout and will indeed show that T is approximately exponentially distributed with rate
proportional to ε´1a´3. Interestingly, we will see that with high probability breakouts only
occur from particles of tier 0 or 1, the number of breakouts occuring from particles of tier 1
between the times 0 and a3 being approximately proportional to A (and the remaining « ε´1
breakouts occurring from particles of tier 0). In order to study the system up to the time
T , we will then study BBM conditioned to break out at time t for every t ě 0, which can be
formulated in terms of a Doob transform of the process.
The second point concerns the shape of the barrier. If we were only interested in the state
of the system after is has relaxed, we could shift the barrier instantaneously by ∆. However,
since in a second work we plan to couple the model of this article with the N -BBM, we need
to move the barrier continuously and over the timescale a2, which is the relaxation time of the
system. In this article, we will allow the shape of the barrier to be given by an arbitrary family
of “barrier functions” pf∆q∆ě0, which are non-decreasing, twice differentiable functions with
f∆p0q “ 0 and f∆p`8q “ ∆, plus some uniformity conditions. First-moment calculations
3The statement “for large A and a” means that we let first a, then A go to infinity, see Section 6.1.
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then suggest that the right barrier function to choose for the coupling with the N -BBM is
f∆ptq “ c´10 log
´
1` pec0∆ ´ 1qπ´2epi2t{2 d
dt
θp1, tq
¯
,
where θpx, tq is defined in (2.2).
We finally remark that although parts of this article (mostly in Sections 4 and 5) are heavily
based on [10], it is entirely self-contained. This means that we will reprove some results of
[10], often because we need stronger or different versions, but also sometimes because we found
simpler proofs. We think that this is for the benefit of the reader.
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2 Brownian motion in an interval
In this section, we recall some explicit formulas concerning real-valued Brownian motion killed
upon exiting an interval. These formulae naturally involve Jacobi theta functions, since these
are fundamental solutions of the heat equation with periodic boundary conditions. We will
therefore first review their definition and some of their properties.
2.1 Jacobi theta functions
In [31], p355, the Jacobi theta function θ3pv|τq is defined for v P C, τ P C with Im τ ą 0 as
θ3pv|τq “
ÿ
nPZ
exp
´
iπpn2τ ` 2nvq
¯
“ 1` 2
8ÿ
n“1
eipin
2τ cosp2πnvq. (2.1)
For our purposes, the following definition will be handier: For x P C, t P C with Re t ą 0, we
define
θpx, tq “ θ3
´x
2
ˇˇˇ
iπt
2
¯
“
ÿ
nPZ
exp
´
´ pi2
2
n2t` iπnx
¯
“ 1` 2
8ÿ
n“1
e´
pi2
2
n2t cospπnxq.
(2.2)
The definition (2.2) is a representation of θ as a Fourier series, which is particularly well
suited for large t, but which does not reveal its behaviour as Re t Ñ 0. This is where the
following representation comes in, which is related to (2.2) by the Poisson summation formula
(see [8], §9):
θpx, tq “
ÿ
nPZ
1?
2πt
exp
´
´ px´ 2nq
2
2t
¯
. (2.3)
One recognizes immediately that for real x and t, θpx, tq is the probability density at time
t of Brownian motion on the circle R{2Z started at 0. In other words, θpx, tq is the unique
solution to the PDE $’&’%
B
Btupx, tq “ 12
` B
Bx
˘2
upx, tq (PDE)
upx, tq “ upx` 2, tq (BC)
upx, 0`q “ řnPZ δpx´ 2nq (IC),
where δpxq denotes the Dirac Delta-function. This is the heat equation with periodic boundary
condition and the Dirac comb as initial condition. Note that (PDE) and (BC) also follow
directly from (2.2).
2.2 Brownian motion killed upon exiting an interval
Various quantities of Brownian motion killed upon exiting an interval can be expressed by
theta functions. For x P R, let W x be the law of Brownian motion started at x, let pXtqtě0
be the canonical process and let Hy “ inftt ě 0 : Xt “ yu. For a ą 0 and x P r0, as, denote by
W x
killed,a the law of Brownian motion started at x and killed upon leaving the interval p0, aq.
Let pat px, yq be its transition density, i.e.
pat px, yq “W xkilled,apXt P dyq “W xpXt P dy, H0 ^Ha ă tq{dy, x, y P r0, as. (2.4)
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Then pat px, yq is the fundamental solution to the heat equation (PDE) with boundary condition
up0, tq “ upa, tq “ 0, t ě 0.
Hence (see also [41], Problem 1.7.8 or [18], formula 1.1.15.8),
pat px, yq “ a´1
ˆ
θ
´x´ y
a
,
t
a2
¯
´ θ
´x` y
a
,
t
a2
¯˙
. (2.5)
Equation (2.2) then yields
pat px, yq “ 2a
8ÿ
n“1
e
´ pi2
2a2
n2t
sinpπnx
a
q sinpπny
a
q. (2.6)
This representation is particularly useful for large t: Define
Et “
8ÿ
n“2
n2e´pi
2{2 pn2´1qt. (2.7)
By (2.6) and the inequality | sinnx| ď n sinx, x P r0, πs, one sees that
pat px, yq “ 2a sinpπx{aq sinpπy{aqe
´ pi2
2a2
tp1`Op1qEt{a2q. (2.8)
Note that the potential kernel is given byż 8
0
pat px, yqdt “W x
´ ż H0^Ha
0
1pXtPdyq dt
¯
{dy “ 2a´1px^ yqpa´ x_ yq, (2.9)
by the formula for the Green function of Brownian motion (see e.g. [43], Lemma 20.10, p379).
Set H “ H0 ^Ha and define
rat pxq “W xpH P dt, XH “ aq{dt. (2.10)
Then (see [18], formula 1.3.0.6),
rat pxq “ 12a2 θ
1
ˆ
x
a
´ 1, t
a2
˙
, (2.11)
where θ1 denotes the derivative of θ with respect to x.
The following two integrals are going to appear several times throughout the article, which
is why we give some useful estimates here. For a measurable subset S Ă R, define
Iapx, Sq “W x
´
e
pi2
2a2
Ha1pH0ąHaPSq
¯
“
ż
SXp0,8q
e
pi2
2a2
s
ras pxqds, (2.12)
and
Japx, y, Sq “
ż
SXp0,8q
e
pi2
2a2
s
paspx, yqds, (2.13)
which satisfy the scaling relations
Iapx, Sq “ Ipx{a, S{a2q, Japx, y, Sq “ aJpx{a, y{a, S{a2q, (2.14)
with I “ I1 and J “ J1. The following lemma provides estimates on Ipx, Sq and Jpx, y, Sq.
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Lemma 2.1. There exists a universal constant C, such that for every x P r0, 1s and every
measurable S Ă R`, we have
|Ipx, Sq ´ πλpSq sinpπxq| ď C
´
1^ Einf Sp1^ λpSqq sinpπxq
¯
, and
|Jpx, y, Sq ´ 2λpSq sinpπxq sinpπyq| ď C
´
rpx^ yqp1´ px_ yqqs ^ Einf S sinpπxq sinpπyq
¯
,
where λpSq denotes the Lebesgue measure of S and Einf S is defined in (2.7).
Proof. First note that Ipx, ¨q is a positive measure on R` for every x P r0, 1s, such that
0 ď Ipx, S X r0, 1sq ď Ipx, r0, 1sq ďW x
´
e
pi2
2
H11pH1ď1q
¯
ď epi
2
2 ,
by (2.12). Furthermore, decomposing Ipx, Sq into
Ipx, Sq “ Ipx, S X r0, 1sq ` Ipx, S X p1,8qq,
it is enough to prove that |Ipx, Sq´πλpSq sinpπxq| ď Cp1^λpSqqEinf S sinpπxq for all S. Now,
by (2.11) and (2.2),
Ipx, Sq “ 1
2
ż
S
e
pi2
2
sθ1px, sqds
“ π
ż
S
8ÿ
n“1
e´
pi2
2
pn2´1qsp´1qn´1n sinpπnxqds
“ πλpSq sinpπxq ` π
8ÿ
n“2
´ż
S
e´
pi2
2
pn2´1qsds
¯
np´1qn´1 sinpπnxq,
where the exchange of integral and sum is justified by the uniform convergence of the sum for
s ě 1. We now have for n ě 2,ż
S
e´
pi2
2
pn2´1qsds ď
ż 8
inf S
e´
pi2
2
pn2´1qsds “ 2
π2pn2 ´ 1qe
´pi2
2
pn2´1q inf S ,
as well as ż
S
e´
pi2
2
pn2´1qsds ď λpSqe´pi
2
2
pn2´1q inf S
Furthermore, we have for n ě 2,
|np´1qn´1 sinpπnxq| ď n2 sinpπxq ď 2pn2 ´ 1q sinpπxq.
It follows that
|Ipx, Sq ´ πλpSq sinpπxq| ď p 4
π
^ πλpSqqEinf S sinpπxq.
This proves the statement about I. The proof of the statement about J is similar, drawing
on (2.6) instead and on the following estimate:
Jpx, y, r0, 1sq “
ż 1
0
e
pi2
2
tptpx, yqdt ď epi
2
2
ż 8
0
ptpx, yqdt “ epi
2
2 px^ yqp1´ px_ yqq,
by (2.9).
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2.3 The Brownian taboo process
The Markov process on p0, aq with infinitesimal generator
1
2
ˆ
d
dx
˙2
` π
a
cot
πx
a
d
dx
is called the Brownian taboo process on p0, aq. It is a diffusion with scale function spxq and
speed measure mpdxq, where
spxq “ π
a
cot
πx
a
and mpdxq “ 2a
2
π2
sin2
´πx
a
¯
dx.
The singular points 0 and a are therefore entrance-not-exit. For x P r0, as we denote the law
of the Brownian taboo process on p0, aq started from x by W x
taboo,a. Often we will drop the a
if its value is clear from the context.
The name of this process was coined by F. Knight [45] who showed that it can be interpreted
as Brownian motion conditioned to stay inside the interval p0, aq (hence, 0 and a are taboo
states). When a “ π, the Brownian taboo process is also known as the three-dimensional
Legendre process, because of its relation to Brownian motion on the 3-sphere (see [41], p270).
Readers familiar with the 3-dimensional Bessel process will notice that it can be obtained from
the Brownian taboo process as the limit in law when a Ñ 8. Note that the normalisation
of the scale function and speed measure from the last paragraph was chosen in such a way
that they converge, respectively, to the scale function and speed measure of the 3-dimensional
Bessel process, as aÑ8.
Below we list some useful properties of the Brownian taboo process:
1. It satisfies the following scaling relation: If Xt is a Brownian taboo process on p0, 1q,
then aXt{a2 is a Brownian taboo process on p0, aq.
2. It is the Doob transform of Brownian motion killed at 0 and a, with respect to the
space-time harmonic function hpx, tq “ sinpπx{aq exppπ2t{p2a2qq. In other words, for
x P p0, aq, W x
taboo
is obtained from W x
killed
by a Cameron–Martin–Girsanov change of
measure with the martingale
Zt “
´
sin
πx
a
¯´1
sin
πXt
a
exp
π2
2a2
t.
3. As a consequence, its transition probabilities are given by
p
taboop0,aq
t px, yq “W xtaboo,a pXt P dyq {dy “
sinpπy{aq
sinpπx{aqe
pi2
2a2
t
pat px, yq. (2.15)
Equation (2.8) now implies that
p
taboop0,aq
t px, yq “
2
a
sin2pπy{aqp1 `Op1qEt{a2q, for all x, y P r0, as, (2.16)
4. As can be seen from above or directly, it admits the stationary probability measure
pmp0, aqq´1mpdxq “ 2{a sin2pπx{aq dx.
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5. It is self-dual in the sense that for a measurable functional F and t ą 0, we have
W
x,t,y
taboo
rF ppXs; 0 ď s ď tqqs “W y,t,xtaboorF ppXt´s; 0 ď s ď tqqs.
Here W x,t,y
taboo
denotes the taboo bridge from x to y of length t. This follows from the
self-duality of killed Brownian motion.
The following lemma will be needed in Sections 6 and 7.
Lemma 2.2. Define kpxq “ e´cx. There exists a constant C, depending only on c, such that
we have for every x, y P r0, as,
W xtaboo
” ż t
0
kpXsqds
ı
ď C
´
t{a3 ` errpxq
¯
, (2.17)
and for t ě a2,
W
x,t,y
taboo
” ż t
0
kpXsqds
ı
ď C
´
t{a3 ` errpxq ` errpyq
¯
, (2.18)
with errpzq “ p1^ z´1q ` p1` zqe´cz. If t ď a2, we still have for x, y ď a{2,
W
x,t,y
taboo
” ż t
0
kpXsqds
ı
ď C. (2.19)
Proof. We first show that (2.17) implies (2.18). By the self-duality of the taboo bridge, we
have
W
xÑy
taboo
” ż t
0
kpXsqds
ı
“W x,t,ytaboo
” ż t{2
0
kpXsqds
ı
`W y,t,xtaboo
” ż t{2
0
kpXsqds
ı
.
It therefore remains to prove that
Epx, yq “W x,t,ytaboo
” ż t{2
0
kpXsqds
ı
ď Cpt{a3 ` errpxqq.
Conditioning on σpXs; 0 ď t ď t{2q, this integral equals
Epx, yq “W xtaboo
”ptaboo
t{2 pXt{2, yq
ptabooT px, yq
ż t{2
0
kpXsqds
ı
.
By (2.16), there exists a universal constant C, such that for t ě a2,
Epx, yq ď CW xtaboo
” ż t{2
0
kpXsqds
ı
.
Equation (2.17) therefore implies (2.18).
Heuristically, one can estimate the left side of (2.17) in the following way: Since kpxq is
decreasing very fast, only the times at which Xs is of order 1 contribute to the integral. When
started from the stationary distribution, the process takes a time of order a3 to reach a point
at distance Op1q from 0 [50] and it stays there for a time of order 1, hence the integral is of
order t{a3. When started from the point x, an additional error is added, which is of order 1,
when x is at distance of order 1 away from 0. Adding both terms gives the bound appearing
in the statement of the lemma.
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The exact calculations are most easily performed in the following way. Let Y be a random
variable with values in p0, aq distributed according to rmpdxq :“ 2{a sin2pπx{aqdx, which is
the stationary probability measure of the taboo process. Let HY “ inftt ą 0 : Xs “ Y u. We
then have
W xtaboo
” ż t
0
kpXsqds
ı
“W xtaboo
” ż HY
0
kpXsqds`
ż t
HY
kpXsqds
ı
ďW xtaboo
” ż HY
0
kpXsqds
ı
`W rmtaboo
” ż t
0
kpXsqds
ı
“: I1 ` I2.
The second term is simply equal to
I2 “ t
ż a
0
rmpdyq kpyqdy ď 2π2t{a3 ż 8
0
e´cyp1` yqy2 dy ď CT {a3,
for some constant C depending only on c.
The first term is equal to (see e.g. [61] Chapter 3, Corollary 3.8)
I1 “
ż x
0
rmpdyq ż a
y
mpdzqGy,apx, zqkpzq `
ż a
x
rmpdyq ż y
0
mpdzqG0,ypx, zqkpzq
“: I11 ` I12,
(2.20)
where the Green functions are defined by
Gy,apx, zq “ spx^ zq ´ spyq and G0,ypx, zq “ spyq ´ spx_ zq.
By Fubini’s theorem, the first term in (2.20) is easily bounded by
I11 ď
ż a
0
mpdzqkpzq
ż z
0
rmpdyqrspzq ´ spyqs,
and noticing that signpspzqq “ ´1pzăa{2q ` 1pząa{2q, we get
I11 ď
ż a
a{2
mpdzqspzqkpzq
ż z
0
rmpdyq ` ż a
0
mpdzqkpzq
ż z
0
rmpdyqp´spyqq
ď C{a3
´ż a
a{2
z4kpzqdz `
ż a
0
z4kpzqdz
¯
ď C{a3,
where again we made use of the inequality sinx ď x for x P r0, πs.
For the term I12 a little bit more care is needed. Using the fact that
şa
x
rmpdyq ď 1, we
have
I12 ď
ż a
x
rmpdyqspyq ż y
0
mpdzqkpzq ` p´spxq _ 0q
ż x
0
mpdzqkpzq `
ż a{2
x
mpdzq|spzq|kpzq
“: I121 ` I122 ` I123.
To estimate the first two terms, note thatż y
0
mpdzqkpzq ď Cp1^ y3q, and
ż a
x
rmpdyqspyq ď C{a.
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such that
I121 ` I122 ď C
´
1{a` p1^ x3qp´spxq _ 0q
¯
ď C
´
1{a` p1^ x´1q
¯
,
because ´spxq ď 1{x for x P r0, as. The third term is seen to be bounded by
I123 ď C
ż 8
x
zkpzqdz ď Cp1` xqe´cx.
Altogether, we get
W xtaboo
” ż t
0
kpXsqds
ı
ď C
´
t{a3 ` 1{a` errpxq
¯
,
and the 1{a term can be dropped, because t ě a2 by hypothesis. This proves (2.18) and
therefore (2.17).
When t ď a2 a different method of proof is needed. First we note that for 0 ă x, y ď a{2,
the transition density of the taboo bridge can be written
W
x,t,y
taboo
”
Xs P dz
ı
“ p
a
spx, zqpat´spz, yq
pat px, yq
dz.
If we denote by p0t px, yq “ p2πtq´1{2 expp´pz2 ` x2q{2tq2 sinhpzx{tq the transition density
of Brownian motion killed at 0, then we have the trivial inequality pat px, yq ď p0t px, yq and
furthermore by scaling we see that pat px, yq ě Cp0t px, yq, since x, y ď a{2 and t ď a2. It follows
that
W
x,t,y
taboo
” ż t
0
kpXsqds
ı
ď CRx,t,y
” ż t
0
kpXsqds
ı
,
where Rx,t,y denotes the law of the Bessel bridge of dimension 3. This Bessel bridge is the
Doob transform of the Bessel process started at x with respect to the space-time harmonic
function hypz, sq “ p0t´spz, yq{p0t px, yq. By the standard theory of Doob transforms, this is the
Bessel process with additional drift
d
dz
plog hypz, sqq “ ´ z
2
t´ s `
d
dz
log sinh
zy
t´ s “ ´
z2
t´ s `
y
t´ s coth
zy
t´ s .
Now, this in an increasing function in y, and standard comparison theorems for diffusions (see
e.g. [61], Theorem IX.3.7) now yield that for y1 ď y2, we have
Rx,t,y2rkpXsqs ď Rx,t,y1rkpXsqs,
since k is a decreasing function. This is true in particular for y1 “ 0. Using the self-duality of
the Bessel bridge, we can repeat the same reasoning with x. We thus have altogether
W
x,t,y
taboo
” ż t
0
kpXsqds
ı
ď CR0,t,0
” ż t
0
kpXsqds
ı
,
for any x, y ď a{2. This calculation can be done explicitly and yields (2.19).
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3 Preliminaries on branching Markov processes
In this section we recall some known results about branching Brownian motion and branching
Markov processes in general.
3.1 Definition and notation
Branching Brownian motion can be formally defined using Neveu’s marked trees [58] as in [26]
and [25]. We will follow this path here, but with slight differences, because we will need to
consider more general branching Markov processes and the definition of branching Brownian
motion in [25] formally relied on the translational invariance of Brownian motion.
We first define the space of Ulam–Harris labels, or individuals,
U “ tHu Y
ď
ně1
N˚n,
where we use the notation N˚ “ t1, 2, 3, . . .u and N “ t0u YN˚. This space is endowed with
the ordering relations ĺ and ă defined by
u ĺ v ðñ Dw P U : v “ uw and u ă v ðñ u ĺ v and u ‰ v.
A tree is by definition a subset t Ă U , such that H P t, v P t if v ă u and u P t and for every
u there is a number ku P N, such that for all j P N˚, we have uj P t if and only if j ď ku.
Thus, ku is the number of children of the individual u. We denote the space of trees by T
and endow it with the sigma-field A generated by the subsets Tu “ tt P T : u P tu.
For a tree t P T and u P t, we define the subtree rooted at u by
t
puq “ tv P U : uv P tu.
Given a measurable space M , a marked tree (with space of marks M ) is a pair
t
M “ pt, pηu;u P tqq,
where t P T and ηu P M for all u P t. The space of marked trees is denoted by T M ,
and is endowed with the sigma-field A M “ π´1pA q, where π : T M Ñ T is the canonical
projection. Accordingly, we also define T Mu “ π´1pTuq. The definition of a subtree extends
as well to marked trees: For u P t, we define
ptM qpuq “ ptpuq, pηuv ; v P tpuqqq.
For our purposes, the space of marks M is always going to be a function space, namely, for a
Polish space E and a cemetary symbol∆ R E , we define the Skorokhod spaceDpE q of functions
Ξ : r0,8q Ñ E Yt∆u which are right-continuous with left limits, with Ξp0q ‰ ∆ and for which
Ξptq “ ∆ implies Ξpsq “ ∆ for all s ě t. Then we define ζpΞq “ inftt ě 0 : Ξptq “ ∆u. For an
individual u P U , its mark is denoted by Ξu and we define ζu “ ζpΞuq. The branching Markov
process will then be defined on the space (we suppress the superscript DpE q)
Ω “ tω “ pt, pΞu;u P tqq P T DpE q : @u P U @1 ď i ď ku : ζu ă 8 ñ Ξupζu´q “ Ξuip0qu,
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endowed with the sigma-field F “ Ω X A DpE q generated by the sets Ωu “ Ω X T Mu . We
define for u P U the random variables
bu “
ÿ
vău
ζv, du “ bu ` ζu “
ÿ
vĺu
ζv,
which are the birth and death times of the individual u, respectively. We then define the set
of individuals alive at time t by
N ptq “ tu P t : bu ď t ă duu.
The position of u at time t is defined for u P t by
Xuptq “
#
Ξvpt´ bvq, if v P N ptq and v ĺ u
∆, if du ď t.
Now suppose we are given a defective strong Markov process X “ pX tqtě0 on E , with
paths in DpE q. The law of X started in x P E will be denoted by P x. For simplicity, we
will assume that for every x P E , we have ζpXq ă 8, P x-almost surely. Furthermore, let
ppqpx, kqqkPNqxPE be a family of probability measures on N, measurable with respect to x.
Then we define the branching Markov process with particle motion X and reproduction law
q as the (unique) family of probability measures pPxqxPE on Ω which satisfies
Pxpdωq “ P xpdXHqqpXHpζH´q, kHq
kHź
i“1
PXHpζH´qpdωpiqq. (3.1)
Note that by looking at the space-time process pXt, tqtě0, we can (and will) extend this
definition to the time-inhomogeneous case.
3.2 Stopping lines
The analogon to stopping times for branching Markov processes are (optional) stopping lines,
for which several definitions exist. For branching Brownian motion, they have first been
defined by Chauvin [25]. The definition we are giving below is equivalent to the definition
there, although there are formal differences. Note that Jagers [42] has given a more general
definition of stopping lines for discrete-time branching processes, and our definition of stopping
lines is partly inspired by the exposition there. Note also that Biggins and Kyprianou [11]
build up on Jagers’ definition of stopping lines and define the subclasses of simple and very
simple stopping lines (again for discrete-time processes). Chauvin’s definition (and therefore
ours as well) then corresponds to the class of very simple stopping lines.
We first define a (random) line to be a set ℓ “ ℓpωq Ă U ˆ r0,8q, such that
1. u P N ptq for all pu, tq P ℓ, and
2. pu, tq P ℓ implies pv, sq R ℓ for all v ĺ u and s ă t.
Note that a line is at most a countable set. For a pair pu, tq P U ˆr0,8q and a line ℓ, we write
ℓ ĺ pu, tq if there exists pv, sq P ℓ, such that v ĺ u and s ď t. For a subset A Ă U ˆ r0,8q, we
write ℓ ĺ A if ℓ ĺ pu, tq for all pu, tq P A. If ℓ1 and ℓ2 are two lines, we define the line ℓ1 ^ ℓ2
to be the maximal line (with respect to ĺ), which is smaller than both lines.
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We now define for each u P U two filtrations on Ωu by
Fuptq “ pΩu X σpΞupsq; 0 ď s ď t´ buqq _
ł
vău
pΩv X σpΞvqq
F
pre
u ptq “ pΩu X σpΞupsq; 0 ď s ď t´ buqq _
ł
vńu
pΩv X σpΞvqq.
Informally, Fuptq contains the information on the path from u to the root between the times
0 and t, and Fpreu ptq contains this information and the one concerning the descendants of
u after the time t. In particular, we have Fuptq Ă Fpreu ptq The filtration Fuptq is denoted
by Auptq in Chauvin’s paper [25], and Fpreu ptq corresponds to the pre-pu, tq-sigma-algebra as
defined by Jagers [42].
We can now define a stopping line L to be a random line with the additional property
3. @pu, tq P U ˆ r0,8q : tω P Ωu : L ĺ pu, tqu P Fuptq.
The sigma-algebra FL of the past of L is defined to be the set of events E P F , such that
for all pu, tq P U ˆ r0,8q,
E X tω P Ωu : L ĺ pu, tqu P Fpreu ptq.
For example, for any t ě 0, the set N ptq ˆ ttu is a stopping line. If T “ T pXq is a stopping
time for the strong Markov process X , then
LT “ tpu, tq P U ˆ r0,8q : u P N ptq and t “ T pXuquu
is a stopping line as well.
The first important property of stopping lines is the strong branching property. In order
to state it, we define for t ě 0, u P N ptq,
ωpu,tq “ ptpuq, pΞ1uv; v P tpuqqq,
with Ξ1up¨q “ Ξup¨ ` t ´ buq and Ξ1uv “ Ξuv for v P tpuqztHu. The strong branching property
([25], [42]) then states that for every stopping line L , conditioned on FL , the subtrees ωpu,tq,
for pu, tq P L , are independent with respective distributions PXuptq.
3.3 Many-to-few lemmas and spines
Another important tool in the theory of branching processes is the so-called Many-to-one
lemma, and its recently published extension, the Many-to-few lemma [38] along with the
spine decomposition technique which comes along with it and has its origins in [52]. Here
we state stopping line versions of these lemmas, which to the knowledge of the author have
not yet been stated in this generality in the literature, although they belong to the common
folklore. We will therefore only sketch how they can be derived from the existing literature.
We assume for simplicity that the strong Markov process X admits a representation as
a conservative strong Markov process X with paths in DpE q, which is killed at a rate Rpxq,
where R : E Ñ r0,8q is measurable. The law of X started at x is denoted by P x and the
time of killing by ζ. Given a stopping time T for X, we can then define a stopping time T
for X by setting T “ T , if T ă ζ and T “ 8 otherwise. For simplicity, we write LT for
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LT . Finally, for every x P E , define mpxq “
ř
kě0pk ´ 1qqpx, kq, m1pxq “
ř
kě0 kqpx, kq and
m2pxq “ řkě0 kpk ´ 1qqpx, kq.
We are now going to present the spine decomposition technique, following [36]. They
assume that qpx, 0q ” 0, but this restriction is actually not necessary, as noted in [38]. Given
a tree t, a spine of t is formally an element of the boundary of t, i.e. it is a line of descent
ξ “ pξ0 “ H, ξ1, ξ2, . . .q from the tree, which is finite if and only if the last element is a leaf of
the tree. We augment our space Ω to the space Ω˚ by
Ω˚ “ tpω, ξq : ω P Ω, ξ is a spine of the tree underlying ωu
We are going to denote by ξt the individual u P U that satisfies u P N ptq and u P ξ, if it
exists4, and ξt “ H otherwise. Instead of writing Xξtptq, we are going to write for short Xξptq.
We also note that the definition of stopping lines can be extended to Ω˚ by projection.
Now, for every x P E , one can define a probability measure Px˚ on Ω˚ in the following way:
´ Initially, Xξp0q “ x.
´ The individuals on the spine move according to the strong Markov process X and die
at the rate m1pyqRpyq, when at the point y P E .
´ When an individual on the spine dies at the point y P E , it leaves k offspring at the point
where it has died, with probability pm1pxqq´1kqpx, ¨q (this is also called the size-biased
distribution of qpx, ¨q5).
´ Amongst those offspring, the next individual on the spine is chosen uniformly. This
individual repeats the behaviour of its parent (started at the point y).
´ The other offspring initiate independent branching Markov processes according to the
law Py, independently of the spine.
This decomposition first appeared in [26]. We now have
Lemma 3.1 (Many-to-one). Let L be a stopping line, such that Px˚-almost surely, there exists
t ě 0, such that pξt, tq P L . Denote this time by T . Let Y be a random variable of the form
Y “
ÿ
pu,tqPL
Yu1puPξq,
where Yu an FL -measurable random variable for every u P U . Then
E˚x
”
Y e
şT
0
RpXξptqqmpXξptqq dt
ı
“ Ex
” ÿ
pu,tqPL
Yu
ı
. (3.2)
Proofs of this result can be found for fixed time in [49], [36] or [38]. The proofs in [36] and
[38] can be extended to stopping lines once the martingales that appear in the proof are still
uniformly integrable when stopped at the stopping line L . Adapting the arguments of [48] or
[11] to the continuous-time setting, one sees that this is true by the hypothesis we have placed
on L . This hypothesis is also referred to as the stopping line L being dissecting.
Often, we will use a simpler version of the Many-to-one lemma, which is the following
4If Rpxq is bounded from above, which will always be the case in this paper, this individual exists with
probability one.
5The size-biased distribution of the Dirac-mass at 0 is again the Dirac-mass at 0
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Lemma 3.2 (Simple Many-to-one). Let T “ T pXq be a stopping time for the strong Markov
process X which satisfies P xpT ă 8q “ 1 for every x P E . Let f : E Ñ r0,8q be measurable.
Then we have
Ex
” ÿ
pu,tqPLT
fpXuptqq
ı
“ Ex
”
e
şT
0
RpXtqmpXtq dtfpXT q
ı
The next lemma tells us about second moments of sums of the previous type. To state it,
we define for a stopping time T for X, the density kernel of the branching Markov process
before LT , by
pT px,dy, tq “ Ex
” ÿ
uPN ptq
1pXuptqPdy, tăT pXuqq
ı
. (3.3)
Lemma 3.3. Let H be the hitting time functional of a closed set F Ă E on DpE q which
satisfies P xpH ă 8q “ 1 for every x P E . Let f : E Ñ r0,8q be measurable. Then we have
Ex
”´ ÿ
pu,tqPLH
fpXuptqq
¯2ı “ Ex” ÿ
pu,tqPLH
pfpXuptqqq2
ı
`
ż 8
0
ż
E
pHpx,dy, tqRpyqm2pyq
´
Ey
” ÿ
pu,tqPLH
fpXuptqq
ı¯2
dt (3.4)
This lemma can be proven using the Many-to-few lemma from [38] (which is valid for
stopping lines as well by the same argument as the one above) or with Lemma 3.1, by noting
that´ ÿ
pu,tqPLH
fpXuptqq
¯2 “ ÿ
pu,tqPLH
pfpXuptqqq2 `
ÿ
pu,tqPLH
´
fpXuptqq
ÿ
pv,sqPLH , v‰u
fpXvpsqq
¯
.
For an intuitive explanation of the terms appearing in (3.4), see the proof of Proposition 18
in [10].
Taking for X the space-time process pYt, tqtě0 of a possibly non-homogeneous strong
Markov process pYtqtě0 with paths in DpE q and the closed set F “ E ˆ ttu, for some t ě 0,
we obtain the following useful corollary, which appeared already in [62] and [66] in the homo-
geneous case.
Lemma 3.4. Let f : E ˆR` Ñ r0,8q be measurable and let t ě 0. Then we have
Epx,0q
”´ ÿ
uPN ptq
fpYuptq, tq
¯2ı “ Epx,0q” ÿ
uPN ptq
pfpYuptq, tqq2
ı
`
ż t
0
ż
E
ppx,dy, sqRpy, tqm2py, tq
´
Epy,sq
” ÿ
uPN ptq
fpYuptq, tq
ı¯2
ds (3.5)
3.4 Doob transforms
As in the previous subsection, we assume for simplicity that the strong Markov process X
admits a representation as a conservative strong Markov process X with paths in DpE q,
which is killed at a rate Rpxq, where R : E Ñ r0,8q is measurable. Let H be the hitting time
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functional of a closed set F Ă E on DpE q. Furthermore, let h : F Ñ r0, 1s be a measurable
function. We can then extend the function hpxq to E by setting
hpxq “ Ex
” ź
pu,tqPLH
hpXuptqq
ı
,
We are going to assume that hpxq ą 0 for all x P E zF . Then for all such x we can define a
law Pxh on Ω by
Pxhpdωq “ phpxqq´1
ź
pu,tqPLH
hpXuptqq ˆPxpdωq,
where the multiplication is in the sense of a Radon–Nikodym derivative. Now define
Qpxq “
ÿ
kě0
qpxqhpxqk´1, and qhpx, kq “ qpxqhpxq
k´1
Qpxq .
By (3.1), we now have (dropping the symbol H for better reading and setting H “ HpXHq)
hpxqPxhpdωq “ P xpdXq
´
1pHăζqhpXpHqqqpXpHq, kq
kź
i“1
PXpHqpdωpiqq
` 1pζďHqhpXpζ´qqkqpXpζ´q, kq
kź
i“1
PXpζ´qpdωpiqq
ź
pu,tqPLH pωpiqq
hpXuptqq
¯
.
If we denote by XH the process X stopped at H, and the law of XH under P
x
by pP xqH ,
then the last equation and the strong Markov property give
hpxqPxhpdωq “ pP xqHpdXHq
´
1pHăζqhpXpHqq ` 1pζďHqhpXpζ´qqQpXpζ´qq
¯
ˆ
´
1pHăζqPXpHqpdωpH,Hqq ` 1pζďHqqhpXpζ´q, kq
kź
i“1
P
Xpζ´q
h pdωpiqq
¯
.
(3.6)
In particular, integrating over k, ωpiq, i “ 1, 2, . . ., and XHptq for t P rH, ζq, we get that
hpxq “ pExqH
´
1pHăζqhpXpHqq ` 1pζďHqhpXpζ´qqQpXpζ´qq
¯
.
We can therefore define a law P
x
h on the paths in DpE q stopped at H by
P
x
hpdXq “ phpxqq´1
´
1pHpXqăζqhpXpHqq ` 1pζďHpXqqhpXpζ´qqQpXpζ´qq
¯
ˆ pP xqHpdXq,
where the multiplication is again in the sense of a Radon–Nikodym derivative. Then (3.6)
yields the following decomposition of the law Pxh:
´ As long as a particle has not hit the set F yet, it moves according to the law P xh, and,
when it gets killed at the point y, spawns k offspring according to the law qhpy, ¨q, which
initiate independent branching Markov processes according to the law Pyh.´ When a particle hits the set F at the point y, it continues as a branching Markov process
according to the law Py.
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If Rpxq ” R, one gets a simpler characterization of the law P xh: In this case, hpxq is a harmonic
function for the law of the stopped process XH under P x, whence we can define the Doob
transform
P xh pdXq “ phpxqq´1
´
1pH“8q ` 1pHă8qhpXpHqq
¯
P xpdXHq.
Then the law P
x
h is obtained from the law P
x
h by killing the process at the time-dependent
rate RQpxq1ptăHq.
4 Branching Brownian motion with absorption at a critical line
From this section on, qpkq will denote a law on t0, 1, 2, . . .u. We define m “ řkpk ´ 1qqpkq
and m2 “ řk kpk ´ 1qqpkq and suppose that m ą 0 and m2 ă 8. We let σ ą 0 and define
c0 “ σ
?
2m. In this section we are studying the branching Markov process where, starting
with a single particle at the origin, particles move according to Brownian motion with variance
σ2 ą 0 and drift ´c0 and branch at rate 1 into k particles according to the reproduction law
qpkq. At the point ´x, we add an absorbing barrier to the process, i.e. particles hitting this
barrier are instantly killed. Formally, we are considering the process up to the stopping line
LH´y , where H´y is the hitting time functional of the point ´y. It is well-known since Kesten
[44] that this process gets extinct almost surely. As a consequence, the number of particles
absorbed at the barrier, i.e. the random variable
Zy “ #LH´y ,
is almost surely finite. By the strong branching property and the translational invariance
of Brownian motion, one sees that the process pZyqyě0 is a continuous-time Galton–Watson
process, a fact which was first noticed by Neveu [59] (see [7], Chapter III or [39], Chapter
V for an introduction to continuous-time Galton–Watson processes). Neveu also stated that
the infinitesimal generating function upsq of this process has the representation u “ ψ1 ˝ ψ´1,
where ψ is a so-called traveling wave of the FKPP (Fisher–Kolmogorov–Petrovskii–Piskounov)
equation: Write fpsq “ řk skqpkq. Then ψ is a solution of the equation
σ2
2
ψ2 ´ c0ψ1 “ ψ ´ f ˝ ψ, (4.1)
with ψp´8q “ 1 and ψp`8q is the extinction probability of the process, i.e. the smaller root
of fpsq “ s. For a proof of these results, see [54], Section 3.
In the same paper [59], Neveu introduced his multiplicative martingales, which he used to
derive the Seneta-Heyde norming for the martingale e´c0yZy. He proved that in the case of
binary branching, one has
Wy :“ c0ye´c0yZy ÑW, (4.2)
as y Ñ 8, where W ą 0 almost surely. His proof relied on a known asymptotic for the
traveling wave ψ, namely that
1´ ψp´xq „ Kxe´c0x, as xÑ8, (4.3)
for some constant K ą 0. It was recently shown [67] that this asymptotic is true if and only
if ErL log2 Ls ă 8 and the proof of (4.2) works in this case as well. We also still have in this
case, for every x P R,
Ere´ec0xW s “ ψpxq, (4.4)
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a fact which was already proven by Neveu [59] for dyadic branching.
In [10], further properties of the limit W have been established under the hypothesis of
dyadic branching, namely
PpW ą xq „ 1
x
, as xÑ8, (4.5)
and
ErW1pWďxqs ´ log xÑ c4.6, as xÑ8, (4.6)
for some constant c4.6 P R. Equation (4.5) has been proven in Propositions 27 and 40 of [10],
and (4.6) appears in the proof of Proposition 39 of the same paper. Their arguments were
very ingenious but indirect and although they could be extended to general reproduction laws
with finite variance, we will reprove them here directly under (probably) minimal assumptions,
based on methods of [54]. The main result in this section is
Proposition 4.1. If ErL log2 Ls ă 8, then (4.5) holds. If ErL log3 Ls ă 8, then (4.6) holds.
See also [24] for a proof of (4.5) in the case of branching random walk. Before proving this
result in the next subsection, we state a lemma which is immediate from (4.2) and the fact
that Zy is almost surely finite (see also Corollary 25 in [10]):
Lemma 4.2. Suppose ErL log2 Ls ă 8. For any η ą 0, there exist y and ζ, such that
y ě η´1 and P p|Wy ´W | ą ηq ` P pLH´y Ę U ˆ r0, ζsq ď η.
4.1 Proof of Proposition 4.1
Rescaling space by c´10 , we can always come down to the case c0 “ 1, which we will assume
to hold for the rest of the proof. Define χpλq “ Ere´λW s. Our first result is:
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that ErL log2 Ls ă 8. Then,
χ2pλq „ 1
λ
, (4.7)
as λÑ 0. If furthermore ErL log3 Ls ă 8, then
χ2pλq “ 1
λ
´ rpλq, (4.8)
where rpλq ě 0 and ş1
0
rpλqdλ ă 8.
Proof. Define φpxq “ 1´ ψp´xq, such that upsq “ φ1pφ´1psqq. By (4.1), we have
1
2
φ2pxq ` φ1pxq “ fp1´ φpxqq ´ p1´ φpxqq. (4.9)
Then by (4.3), we have
φpxq „ Kxe´x, as xÑ8. (4.10)
Setting gpsq “ 2rfp1´ sq ´ 1` f 1p1qss ě 0 and ρ “ φ` φ1, we get from (4.9),
ρ1pxq “ ´ρpxq ` gpφpxqq. (4.11)
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As in the proof of Theorem 1.1 in [54], we will study the function ρ through the integral
equation corresponding to (4.11), namely
ρpxq “ e´x
´
ρp0q `
ż x
0
eygpφpyqqdy
¯
“ e´x
´
ρp0q `
ż φp0q
φpxq
eφ
´1psqgpsq
´upsq ds
¯
. (4.12)
Now, by Theorem B of [13] (see also Theorem 8.1.8 in [14]) we have for every d ě 0,ż 1
0
logd 1
s
s2
gpsqds ă 8 ðñ
ż 1
0
logd 1
s
s
g1psqds ă 8 ðñ ErL log1`d Ls ă 8. (4.13)
Furthermore, by Proposition 3.2 in [54], we have ´upsq „ s, as sÑ 0, and by (4.10), we have
eφ
´1psq „ plog 1{sq{s, as sÑ 0. Under the hypothesis ErL log2 Ls ă 8, we therefore haveż φp0q
0
eφ
´1psqgpsq
´upsq ds ă 8,
whence, by (4.12),
ρpxq „ Ke´x, as xÑ8, (4.14)
where the constant K is actually the same as the one in (4.10), see the proof of Theorem 1.1
in [54]. Now, from (4.4), we get χpλq “ 1´ φp´ log λq, whence, by (4.11) and (4.12),
χ2pλq “ ´ 1
λ2
ρ1p´ log λq “ K
λ
` 1
λ2
´
´ λ
ż 8
´ log λ
eygpφpyqqdy ´ gpφp´ log λqq
¯
“ K
λ
` 1
λ
´ż 8
´ log λ
eyφ1pyqg1pφpyqqdy
¯
,
(4.15)
where the last equation follows from integration by parts. This proves (4.7), with the constant
K instead of 1, since the last integral vanishes as λÑ 0. Now, setting
rpλq “ ´ 1
λ
´ż 8
´ log λ
eyφ1pyqg1pφpyqqdy
¯
,
we first remark that rpλq ě 0, since the integrand is negative for y P R. By the Fubini–Tonelli
theorem, we then haveż 1
0
rpλqdλ “
ż 1
0
´ 1
λ
ż 8
´ log λ
eyφ1pyqg1pφpyqqdy dλ
“
ż 8
0
´yeyφ1pyqg1pφpyqqdy
“
ż φp0q
0
eφ
´1pyqφ´1pyqg1pyqdy,
which is finite if and only if ErL log3 Ls ă 8, by (4.13) and the fact that eφ´1pyqφ´1pyq „
plog2 1{sq{s. This proves (4.8), again with the constant K instead of 1.
The previous arguments worked for every traveling wave ψ. In order to show that that
the constant K is equal to 1 in our case, we use Neveu’s multiplicative martingale (see also
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[51], Theorem 2.5). We know [59, 25], pp1 ´ φpx` yqqZyqyě0 is a martingale for every x P R,
bounded by 1. By (4.2) and (4.10), we get by dominated convergence, for every x P R,
χpKexq “ lim
yÑ8Ere
´Kyex´yZy s “ lim
yÑ8Erp1 ´ φpy ´ xqq
Zy s “ 1´ φp´xq “ χpexq.
This yields K “ 1.
Remark 4.4. Choosing arbitrary initial points x0, x1 P R instead of 0 in (4.12), one sees that
ex0ρpx0q `
ż 8
x0
eygpφpyqqdy “ ex1ρpx1q `
ż 8
x1
eygpφpyqqdy.
In particular, since ρ is bounded, letting x0 Ñ ´8 and x1 Ñ `8 yieldsż 8
´8
eygpφpyqqdy “ 1.
One could hope (see the proof of Proposition 4.1 below) that this helps in determining the
constant c4.6, but apparently this does not seem to be the case.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. We define the function
Vnpxq “
ż y
0
xnP pW P dxq “ ErW n1pWďxqs,
such that with χpnq denoting the n-th derivative of χ, we have for λ ą 0,
χpnqpλq “ p´1qn
ż 8
0
e´λxdVnpxq.
If ErL log2 Ls ă 8, Proposition 4.1 and Karamata’s Tauberian theorem ([33], Theorem
XIII.5.2 or [14], Theorem 1.7.1) now yields
V2pxq „ x, as xÑ8. (4.16)
By an integration by parts argument (see also [33], Theorem VIII.9.2 or [14], Theorem 8.1.2),
we get (4.5). Now suppose that ErL log3 Ls ă 8. By Lemma 4.3, we have χ1pλq ´ log λ Ñ
c P R, as λÑ 0. By Theorem 3.9.1 from [14] (with ℓpxq ” 1), this yields
V1pxq ´ log xÑ γ ´ c, as xÑ8,
where γ is the Euler–Mascheroni constant. This is exactly (4.6).
5 Branching Brownian motion in an interval
In this section we study branching Brownian motion killed upon exiting an interval. Most ideas
in this section (except for Section 5.4) stem from Sections 2 and 3 of [10] and for completeness,
we will reprove some of their results with streamlined proofs. However, we will also extend
their results to the case of Brownian motion with variable drift.
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5.1 Notation
During the rest of the paper, the symbol C stands for a positive constant, which may only
depend on the reproduction law q, except in Section 7, where it may also depend on some
other constants which will be specified. Its value may change from line to line. If a subscript
is present, then this subscript is the number of the equation where this constant appears for
the first time (example: C5.23). In this case, this constant is fixed after its value has been
chosen in the corresponding equation. If X is any mathematical expression, then the symbol
OpXq stands for a term whose absolute value is bounded by C|X|.
Recall the definition of qpkq, m and m2 from Section 4 and the hypotheses on m and
m2. From this section on, we further define c0 “
?
2m. Furthermore, in this section, we let
a ě π{c0 and set
µ “
c
2m´ π
2
a2
. (5.1)
From (5.1), one easily gets the basic estimate
0 ď c0 ´ µ ď π
2
2µa2
. (5.2)
We then denote by Px the law of the branching Markov process where, starting with a
single particle at the point x P R, particles move according to Brownian motion with variance
1 and drift ´µ and branch at rate 1 into k particles according to the reproduction law qpkq.
Expectation with respect to Px is denoted by Ex. On the space of continuous functions from
R` to R, we define H0 and Ha to be the hitting time functionals of 0 and a. We further set
H “ H0 ^ Ha. Then note that the density kernel of the branching Brownian motion below
LH , as defined in (3.3), has a density with respect to Lebesgue measure given for t ą 0 and
x, y P p0, aq by
ptpx, yq “ eµpx´yq`
pi2
2a2
t
pat px, yq, (5.3)
where pat was defined in (2.4).
Now, let f P C 2pRě0,Rě0q be non-decreasing, with fp0q “ 0. Such a function will be
called a barrier function. We set
||f || “ maxt||f ||8, ||f 1||8, ||f 1||28, ||f2||8u. (5.4)
Now define
µt “ µ` d
dt
fpt{a2q “ µ` 1
a2
f 1pt{a2q, (5.5)
such that µ0 “ µ and µt ě µ for all t ě 0. We denote by Pxf the law of the branching Brownian
motion described above, but with infinitesimal drift ´µt. Expectation with respect to Pxf is
denoted by Exf and the density of the process is denoted by p
f
t px, yq.
The above definitions can be extended to arbitrary initial configurations of particles dis-
tributed according to a counting measure ν on p0, aq. In this case the superscript x is replaced
by ν or simply omitted if ν is known from the context.
5.2 The processes Zt and Yt
Recall from Section 3 that the set of particles alive at time t is denoted by N ptq. We define
N0,aptq “ tu P N ptq : HpXuq ą tu,
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where H was defined in the previous subsection. Now set wpxq “ aeµpx´aq sinpπx{aq and
define
Zt “
ÿ
uPN0,aptq
wpXuptqq and Yt “
ÿ
uPN0,aptq
eµpXuptq´aq.
Then Zt is a martingale under Px, since emtwpBtq is a martingale for a Brownian motion with
drift ´µ killed at 0 and a, which is easily seen by Ito¯’s formula, for example. Furthermore, it
is easy to see as well that Zt is a supermartingale under Pxf .
The following lemma relates the density of BBM with variable drift to BBM with fixed
drift:
Lemma 5.1.
p
f
t px, yq “ ptpx, yqe´c0fpt{a
2q`Err,
where |Err| ď ||f ||
´
1
a
` t
a3
` pi2
2µa2
¯
.
Proof. By the Many-to-one lemma and Girsanov’s theorem, we have
p
f
t px, yq “ emtW x´µt pBt P dy, H ą tq
“ exp
ˆ
mt´
ż t
0
µ2s ´ µ2
2
ds
˙
W x´µ
ˆ
exp
´
´
ż t
0
µs ´ µ dBs
¯
, Bt P dy,H ą t
˙
.
(5.6)
By integration by parts, we haveż t
0
µs dBs “ µtBt ´ µB0 ´
ż t
0
Bs dµs. (5.7)
Since Bt P p0, aq for all t ě 0, we haveˇˇˇ ż t
0
Bs dµs
ˇˇˇ
ď
ż t
0
ˇˇˇ
Bs
f2ps{a2q
a4
ˇˇˇ
ds ď ||f2||8 t
a3
. (5.8)
Furthermore,
µ2t
2
“ µ
2
2
` µ
a2
f 1pt{a2q ` f
1pt{a2q2
2a4
,
such that ˇˇˇ ż t
0
µ2s
2
ds´ µ
2
2
t´ µfpt{a2q
ˇˇˇ
ď ||f
1||28t
2a4
. (5.9)
Finally, ˇˇˇ
µtBt ´ µBt
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
1
a2
f 1pt{a2qBt
ˇˇˇ
ď ||f
1||8
a
. (5.10)
Equations (5.3), (5.6), (5.7), (5.8), (5.9) and (5.10) now give
p
f
t px, yq “ ptpx, yqe´µfpt{a
2q`Err,
and the lemma now follows from (5.2).
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Proposition 5.2. Under any initial configuration of particles, for every t ě 0, we have
Ef rZts “ Z0e´c0fpt{a2q`Err, (5.11)
and if in addition µ ě c0{2, then
Varf pZtq ď Ce3Err
´ t
a3
Z0 ` Y0
¯
. (5.12)
Furthermore, we have for every t ě 0 (without hypothesis on µ),
Ef rYts ď CeErrY0. (5.13)
and for t ě a2,
Ef rYts ď CeErrZ0
a
. (5.14)
Here, Err has the same meaning as in Lemma 5.1.
Proof. Equation (5.11) follows from Lemma 5.1 and the fact that Zt is a martingale under
Px. In order to show (5.13) and (5.14), it suffices by Lemma 5.1 to consider the case without
variable drift. We first suppose that t ě a2. By (5.3) and (2.8), we get
ExrYts ď eµpx´aq
ż a
0
e
pi2
2a2
t
ptpx, yqdy ď Ceµpx´aq sinpπx{aq
ż a
0
2
a
sinpπy{aqdy.
The last integral is independent of a. Summing over x yields (5.14) as well as (5.13) in the
case t ě a2. Now, if t ă a2, by the Many-to-one lemma and Girsanov’s theorem, we have
ExrYts “ etW x´µ
”
eµpXt´aq, H0 ^Ha ă t
ı
“ epi2t{p2a2qW xrH0 ^Ha ă tseµpx´aq.
Summing over x yields (5.13).
Throughout the proof of (5.12), we use a constant C, which depends only on the repro-
duction law qpkq and which may change from line to line. By Lemma 3.4,
ExrZ2t s “ Exf
” ÿ
uPN0,aptq
wpXuptqq2
ı
` 2m2
ż a
0
ż t
0
pfs px, yqpEyfp¨`sqrZt´ssq2 ds dy. (5.15)
By Lemma 5.1 and the fact that Zt is a martingale with respect to the law Px, (5.15) yields
ExrZ2t s ď Ce3Err
¨˝
Ex
” ÿ
uPN0,aptq
wpXuptqq2
ı
`
ż a
0
ż t
0
pspx, yqwpyq2 ds dy‚˛. (5.16)
Now we have for x P p0, aq,
wpxq2 “ pa sinpπx{aqe´µpa´xqq2 ď π2pa´ xq2e´2µpa´xq ď Ceµpx´aq,
because µ ě c0{2 by hypothesis. This yields
S1 :“ Ex
” ÿ
uPN0,aptq
wpXuptqq2
ı
ď CExrYts ď Ceµpx´aq, (5.17)
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by (5.13). Now, by (5.3) and (2.13), we have
S2 :“
ż a
0
ż t
0
pspx, yqwpyq2 ds dy “ aeµpx´aq
ż a
0
aeµpy´aq sin2pπy{aqJapx, y, tqdy.
Lemma 2.1 now gives
S2 ď Caeµpx´aq
ż a
0
e´µy sin2pπy{aq
´
t sinpπx{aq sinpπy{aq ` ay
¯
dy
ď Caeµpx´aq
´
sinpπx{aq t
a3
` 1
a
¯ ż 8
0
e´µyy3 dy,
(5.18)
the last line following again from the change of variables y ÞÑ a´y and the inequality sinx ď x.
Using again the fact that µ ě c0{2, equations (5.16), (5.17) and (5.18) now imply
Exf rZ2t s ď Ce3Err
´ t
a3
wpxq ` eµpx´aq
¯
. (5.19)
If we write the positions of the initial particles as x1, . . . , xn, then by the independence of
their contributions to Zt and by (5.19),
Varf pZtq “
ÿ
i
Varxifi pZtq ď
ÿ
i
E
xi
fi
rZ2t s ď e3Err
ÿ
i
ExirZ2t s ď Ce3Err
ˆ
t
a3
Z0 ` Y0
˙
, (5.20)
by (5.19). This proves (5.12).
5.3 The particles hitting the right border
In this section we recall some formulas from [10] about the number of particles hitting the
right border of the interval. We reprove these formulae here for completeness and because
Lemma 2.1 makes their proofs straightforward. For most formulae we will assume that f ” 0,
i.e. that we are working under the measure P. Only Lemma 5.6 contains an upper bound on
the expected number of particles for general f , which will be useful in Section 7.
For a measurable subset S Ă R, define RS to be the number of particles killed at the right
border during the (time) interval S, i.e.
RS “ #tpu, tq : u P N ptq and H0pXuq ą HapXuq “ t P Su.
The following lemma gives exact formulae of the expectation and the second moment of RS.
Lemma 5.3. For every x P p0, aq, we have
ExrRSs “ eµpx´aqIapx, Sq, (5.21)
ExrR2Ss “ ExrRSs `m2eµpx´aq
ż a
0
dy eµpy´aq
ż 8
0
dt e
pi2
2a2
t
pat px, yqIapy, S ´ tq2 (5.22)
We will first prove a more general result, which will be needed in Section 6.4.
Lemma 5.4. For every x P p0, aq and any measurable function f : R` Ñ R`, we have
Ex
” ÿ
pu,tqPLH
fptq1pXuptq“aq
ı
“ eµpx´aq
ż t
0
fpsqIapx,dsq.
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Proof. Recall that H0 and Ha denote the hitting time functionals of 0 and a and H “ H0^Ha.
Then note that W x´µpH ă 8q “ 1 for all x P r0, as. We then have
Ex
” ÿ
pu,tqPLH
fptq1pXuptq“aq
ı
“W x´µ
”
emHafpHaq1pH0ąHaďtq
ı
by Lemma 3.2
“ eµpx´aqW x0
”
e
pi2
2a2
HafpHaq1pH0ąHaďtqs by Girsanov’s transform
“ eµpx´aq
ż t
0
fpsqIapx,dsq by (2.12).
Proof of Lemma 5.3. Equation (5.21) follows from Lemma 5.3 and (2.14) by taking f “ 1S .
Equation (5.22) follows from Lemma 3.3 and (5.21).
Lemma 5.5. For any initial configuration ν, and any 0 ď s ď t, we have
|ERrs,ts ´ πpt´ sq
a3
Z0| ď C5.23
´
Y0 ^ Es{a2p1^ pt´ sq{a3qZ0
¯
, (5.23)
where Es is defined in (2.7). Furthermore, if µ ě c0{2 and 0 ď t ď a3, then for each x P p0, aq,
ExR2t ď C5.24
´ t
a3
wpxq ` eµpx´aq
¯
, (5.24)
Proof. We have ERt “
ş
νpdxqExRt, such that (5.23) follows from (5.21) and Lemma 2.1. For
the second moment, we have by (5.22),
ExrR2t ´Rts “ m2eµpx´aq
ż a
0
dy eµpy´aq
ż t
0
ds e
pi2
2a2
t
paspx, yqIapy, t´ sq2
ď m2eµpx´aq
ż a
0
dy eµpy´aqIapy, tq2Japx, y, tq
ď Ceµpx´aq
ż a
0
dy eµpy´aqpt{a2 sinpπy{aq ` 1q2
ˆ pat{a2 sinpπx{aq sinpπy{aq ` a´1px^ yqpa´ px_ yqqq
Performing the change of variables y ÞÑ a´y in the integral and making use of the inequalities
a´1px^ yqpa´ px_ yqq ď a´ y and sinx ď x, we get
ExrR2t ´Rts ď Op1qeµpx´aqpsinpπx{aqt{a2 ` 1q
ż 8
0
dy e´µypy ` y2t{a3 ` y3t2{a6q
ď Ceµpx´aqpsinpπx{aqt{a2 ` 1qp1 ` t2{a6q,
for some constant C, which does not depend on µ by the hypothesis µ ě c0{2. Using the
hypothesis t ď a3 and (5.23) yields (5.24).
Lemma 5.6. Let f be a function as in Section 5.1. Then for every x P p0, aq, we have
Exf rRSs ď ExrRSs.
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Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 5.3, we have
Exf rRSs “W x´µt
”
emHa1pH0ąHaPSq
ı
“W x0
”
e´
şHa
0
µt dBt´
şHa
0
µ2t {2 dt`mHa1pH0ąHaPSq
ı
,
by Girsanov’s theorem. Now, we have by (5.7), on the event tH0 ą Hau,ż Ha
0
µt dBt “ µpa´ xq ` apµHa ´ µq ´
ż Ha
0
Bt dµt ě µpa´ xq,
since Bt P r0, as for t P r0,Has. This gives
Exf rRSs ď eµpx´aqW x0
”
epm´µ
2{2qHa1pH0ąHaPSq
ı
“ ExrRSs,
by the proof of Lemma 5.3.
We finish this section with a lemma which links BBM with absorption at a critical line to
our BBM with selection model.
Lemma 5.7. Let ζ ě 1, y ě 1, µ ě c0{2 and f be a barrier function (defined in Section 5.1).
Suppose that
?
a ě y ` ζ and ||f || ď ?a. Let pxi, tiqNi“1 be a collection of space-time points
with
xi “ a´ y ` pc0 ´ µqti ´ fps{a2q, i “ 1, . . . , N,
and ti ď ζ for all i. Define Z “ řiwpxiq, Y “ ři eµpxi´aq and Wy “ c0ye´c0yN . Then,
Z “ π
c0
Wy
´
1`O
´1
a
¯¯
and Y “ 1
c0y
Wy
´
1`O
´1
a
¯¯
.
In particular, for large a, we have
Y ď Z{y.
Proof. By (5.2) and the hypotheses µ ě c0{2 and ζ ě 1, we have for all i,
xi “ a´ y `O
´ζp1` ||f ||q
a2
¯
.
Hence, by (5.2) and the hypotheses µ ě c0{2, ||f || ď ?a and ?a ě y ` ζ,
eµxi “ eµa´c0y
´
1`O
´1
a
¯¯
. (5.25)
Furthermore, since x´x2{3 ď sinx ď x for x ě 0, and by the hypotheses y ě 1, and a ě y`ζ
sinpπxi{aq “ sinpπpa´ xiq{aq “ π
a
y
´
1`O
´y
a
¯¯
. (5.26)
The lemma now follows by summing over (5.25) and (5.26).
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5.4 Penalizing the particles hitting the right border
In this section, let pUuquPU be iid random variables, uniformly distributed on p0, 1q, indepen-
dent of the branching Brownian motion. Furthermore, let pptq : R` P p0, 1s be measurable
and such that pptq “ 0 for large enough t. Recall that H “ H0 ^Ha. We define the event
E “ tEpu, tq P LH : Xuptq “ a and Uu ď pptqu.
Our goal in this section is to describe the law rPx “ Pxp¨|Eq. We first note that
Pxpdω,Eq “ Pxpdωq
ź
pu,tqPLt
´
1pXuptq‰aq ` pptq1pXuptq“aq
¯
. (5.27)
In order to apply the results from Section 3.4, we define
hpx, tq “ Ppx,tqpEq (5.28)
Qpx, tq “
8ÿ
k“0
qpkqhpx, tqk´1 (5.29)
rqpx, t, kq “ qpkqhpx, tqk´1{Qpx, tq (5.30)
By the results from Section 3.4, under the law rPx, the BBM stopped at LH is the branching
Markov process where
´ particles move according to the Doob transform of Brownian motion with drift ´µ,
stopped at 0 and a, by the space-time harmonic function hpx, tq, and
´ a particle located at the point x at time t branches at rate Qpx, tq1xPp0,aq, throwing k
offspring with probability rqpx, t, kq and
´ a particle located at 0 or a does not branch.
We have the following useful Many-to-one lemma for the conditioned process stopped at
the stopping line Lt “ LH ^ t: Define the function
epx, tq “
ÿ
kě0
kp1´ hpx, tqk´1qqpkq ď m2p1´ hpx, tqq. (5.31)
Lemma 5.8. For any measurable function f : r0, as Ñ R`, we have
rEx” ÿ
uPLt
fpXuptqq
ı
“ e
µx
hpx, 0qW
x
”
fpXH^tqe´µXH^thpXH^t,H ^ tqe´
pi2
2a2
pH^tq´şH^t
0
epXs,sqds
ı
.
(5.32)
In particular, if we denote by rppx, y, tq the density of the rPx-BBM, then
rppx, y, tq ď hpy, tq
hpx, 0qptpx, yq. (5.33)
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 and the description of the law rPx given above, we have
rEx” ÿ
uPLt
fpXuptqq
ı
“W x´µ
”
fpXH^tqhpXH^t,H ^ tqe
şH^t
0
rmpXs,sqQpXs,sqdsı,
where rmpx, tq “ řkpk ´ 1qrqpx, t, kq. Applying Girsanov’s transform yields (5.32). Equation
(5.33) follows from (5.32) applied to the Dirac Delta-function f “ δy, y P p0, aq, together with
(5.3).
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The previous lemma immediately gives an upper bound for the quantities we are interested
in:
Corollary 5.9. For any x P p0, aq and t ě 0, we have
rExrZts ď phpx, 0qq´1ExrZts, (5.34)rExrZ2t s ď phpx, 0qq´1ExrZ2t s, (5.35)rExrYts ď phpx, 0qq´1ExrYts. (5.36)
Proof. Equations (5.34) and (5.36) immediately follow from (5.33) and the fact that γpy, tq ď 1
for all y and t. In order to prove (5.35), we note that by Lemma 3.4 and the description of
the conditioned process,
rExrZ2t s “ rEx” ÿ
uPNptq
wpXuptqq2
ı
`
ż t
0
ż a
0
rppx, y, tqĂm2py, tqQpy, tq´rEpx,tqrZs¯2 dy dt,
where Ăm2px, tq “ řkě0 kpk ´ 1qrqpx, t, kq. Equation (5.35) now follows from (5.15) together
with (5.33), (5.30) and (5.34).
The following lemma gives a good lower bound on rExrZts. We define
spt “ sup
sPr0,ts
ppsq.
Lemma 5.10. Suppose µ ě c0{2 and a2 ď t ď a3 and ppsq “ 0 for all s ě t. We have
rExrZts ě wpxq´1´ sptC5.37pt{a3 ` p1^ pa´ xq´1q¯. (5.37)
In order to prove it, we will need the following estimate on hpx, 0q, which will be sharpened
in Lemma 6.2.
Lemma 5.11.
1´ hpx, 0q ď sptpπwpxqt{a3 ` Ceµpx´aqq ď sptCeµpx´aq´pa´ xqt{a3 ` 1¯.
Proof. By Markov’s inequality, we have
1´ hpx, 0q “ Pxp#tpu, sq P Lt : Xupsq “ a, Uu ď pptqu ě 1q
ď Exp#tpu, sq P Lt : Xupsq “ a, Uu ď pptquq
ď sptExpRtq,
The lemma now follows from Lemma 5.5 and the inequality sinx ď x, x P r0, πs.
Proof of Lemma 5.10. Since ppsq “ 0 for all s ě t by hypothesis, we have hpy, tq “ 1 for all
y P p0, aq. Lemma 5.8 and the second property of the Brownian taboo process (see Section
2.3) now imply
rExrZts ě wpxqW xtaboo”e´ şt0 epXs,sqdsı ě wpxq´1´W xtaboo” ż t
0
epXs, sqds
ı¯
, (5.38)
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by the inequality e´x ě 1´ x for x ě 0. By (5.31), Lemma 5.11 and the hypotheses, we have
for every y P p0, aq and s ě 0,
epa´ y, sq ď epa´ y, 0q ď sptCe´µypyt{a3 ` 1q ď sptCe´pc0{3qy.
By Lemma 2.2 and the fact that the law of the Brownian taboo process is preserved under
the map y ÞÑ a´ y, this gives
W xtaboo
” ż t
0
epXs, sqds
ı
ď sptC´t{a3 ` errpa´ xq¯. (5.39)
The lemma now follows from (5.38) and (5.39).
Finally, we study the law of Rt under the new probability.
Lemma 5.12. We have for every x P r0, as,
ExrRts ´ sptExrR2t s ď rExrRts ď phpx, 0qq´1ExrRts, (5.40)
and if there is a p P r0, 1s, such that ppsq ” p for s ď t, then we even haverExrRts ď ErRts. (5.41)
Proof. Let Rt be the stopping line
Rt “ tpu, sq P LHa : s ď tu.
We have by definition of the law rP,
rExrRts “ Ex
”
Rt
ś
pu,sqPRtp1´ ppXupsqqq
ı
Ex
”ś
pu,sqPRtp1´ ppXupsqqq
ı . (5.42)
Now the denominator is hpx, 0q by (5.28), which yields the right-hand side of (5.40). The
left-hand side follows by noticing that
Ex
”
Rt
ź
pu,sqPRt
p1´ ppXupsqqq
ı
ě ExrRtp1´ sptqRts ě ExrRts ´ sptExrR2t s.
For (5.41), we note that if ppsq ” p for s ď t, then by (5.42),
rExrRts “ ExrRtp1´ pqRts
Exrp1 ´ pqRts .
Since p1´ pqk is decreasing in k, this yields (5.41).
6 The system before a breakout
In this section, we are studying branching Brownian motion with drift ´µ and absorption at
0 until a breakout occurs, an event which will be defined in Section 6.1 and which corresponds
to a particle going far to the right and spawning a big number of descendants. In (6.20),
we decompose the system into a particle conditioned to break out at a specific time T (this
particle will be called the fugitive) and the remaining particles, which are conditioned not to
break out before time T . These two parts will be studied seperately, the former in Section
6.4 and the latter in Section 6.3. Before that, in Section 6.2, we study the law of the time
of the first breakout, showing that it is approximately exponentially distributed. First of all,
however, we start with the necessary definitions:
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6.1 Definitions
We will introduce several parameters which will be used during the rest of the paper. The
two most important parameters are a and A, which are both large positive constants. The
meaning of a is as in the previous sections: It is the right border of an interval in which the
particles are staying most of the time, and a breakout will be defined below as the event that
a particle hits a and then spawns many descendants. The parameter A has a more subtle
meaning and controls the number of particles of the system and with it the intensity at which
particles hit the point a. In Section 7, we will indeed choose the initial conditions such that
Z0 « κeA, where κ is a fixed constant.
In [10], the parameter a was called LA (which we changed for typographical reasons) and
a and A were related by the equation
a “ 1
c0
´
logN ` 3 log logN ´A
¯
,
where N was a parameter representing the approximate number of individuals in the system.
The parameter A then represented a shift of the right barrier. Although this choice of param-
eters may be more intuitive then ours, we found it technically more convenient to drop the
parameter N altogether, and work only with a and A instead.
As in [10], when we study the system when a and A are large, we will first let a go to
infinity, then A. Thus, the statement “For large A and a we have. . . ” means: “There exists
A0 and a function a0pAq, such that for A ě A0 and a ě a0pAq we have. . . ”. Likewise, the
statement “As A and a go to infinity. . . ” means “For all A there exists a0pAq such that as A
goes to infinity and a ě a0pAq. . . ”. We further introduce the notation oAp1q, which stands for
a deterministic term independent of the initial conditions of the process and which goes to 0
as A and a go to infinity. Furthermore, op1q will denote a term which goes to 0 as a goes to
infinity (with A fixed).
The remaining parameters we introduce are all going to depend on A, but not on a. First of
all, there is the small parameter ε, which controls the intensity of the breakouts. Indeed, when
Z0 « κeA, the mean time one has to wait for a breakout will be approximately proportional
in ε. Morally, one could choose ε such that e´A{2 ! ε ! A´1, but for technical reasons we
will require that
ε ď C6.1A´17, and (6.1)
ε ě C6.2e´A{6. (6.2)
Another protagonist is η, which we will choose as small as we need and which will be used to
bound the probability of very improbable events, as well as the contribution of the variable
Y . It will be enough to require that
η ď e´2A, (6.3)
which, by (6.2), implies
η ď Cε12. (6.4)
The last parameters are y and ζ, which are defined as in Lemma 4.2, with η there being the
η defined above. Note that the parameters η, y and ζ appeared already in [10] and had the
same meaning there.
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We can now proceed to the definition of the process. Recall the definition of µ in (5.1).
We will always suppose that a is large enough, such that
µ ě c0{2. (6.5)
As in Section 5.1, we denote by Px and Ex the law and expectation of branching Brownian
motion with drift ´µ, starting from a particle at the point x P R, and extend this defintion
to general initial distributions of particles according to a counting measure ν. Recall from
Section 3.1 that N ptq denotes the set of individuals alive at time t. We want to absorb the
particles at 0 and do this formally by setting
N0ptq “ tu P N ptq : H0pXuq ą tu,
where H0 is again the hitting time functional of 0.
Instead of absorbing particles at a, we are now going to classify them into tiers in the
following way: Particles that have never hit the point a form the particles of tier 0. As soon
as a particle hits a it advances to tier 1. Say this happens at a time τ0. In order to advance
to tier 2, a particle has to come back to the critical line a´ y`pc0´µqpt´ τ0q and then back
to a again. Here, y is a large positive constant to be defined later.
Formally, let u P U , t ě 0. We define two sequences of random times pτnpuqqně´1 and
pσnpuqqně0 by τ´1puq “ 0, σ0puq “ 0 and for n ě 0:
τnpuq “ infts ě σnpuq : Xupsq “ au,
σn`1puq “ infts ě τnpuq : Xupsq “ a´ y ` pc0 ´ µqps ´ τnpuqqu, (6.6)
where we set infH “ 8. We now define for t ě 0 the stopping lines
R
plq
t “ tpu, sq P U ˆ r0, ts : s “ τlpuq and u P N0psqu, l ě ´1, and (6.7)
S
plq
t “ tpu, sq P U ˆ r0, ts : s “ σlpuq and u P N0psqu, l ě 0. (6.8)
That means, Rplqt contains the particles of tier l at the moment at which they touch the right
barrier and S plqt contains the particles of tier l at the moment at which they come back to the
critical line. Note that the sets Rplqt and S
plq
t are increasing in t and R
pl´1q
t ĺ S
plq
t ĺ R
plq
t
for every l ě 0. We also set
R
plq
t “ #Rplqt .
In order to extend the definitions of the variables Zt and Yt to the current setup, we could
simply replace N0,aptq by N0ptq in their definition (see Section 5.1). However, it will be more
useful to take special care of the individuals u for which τlpuq ď t ă σl`1puq for some l ě 0,
since these are in some kind of “intermediary” state which is difficult to analyse. We therefore
define the stopping lines
N
plq
t “ tpu, sq P U ˆR` : u P N0psq, τl´1puq ď s ă τlpuq,
and either t ă σlpuq “ s or σlpuq ď t “ su, l ě 0, (6.9)
and
Nt “
ď
lě0
N
plq
t , (6.10)
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such that N plqt contains the particles of tier l that have already come back to the critical line
at time t, as well as the descendants of those that haven’t, at the moment at which they hit
the critical line. We then define for l ě 0 (recall that wpxq “ a sinpπx{aqeµpx´aq),
Z
plq
t “
ÿ
uPN plqt
wpXuptqq, Y plqt “
ÿ
uPN plqt
eµpXuptq´aq,
For any symbol S and 0 ď k ď l, we define,
Spk;lq “
lÿ
i“k
Spiq, Spl`q “ Spl;8q, S “ Sp0`q.
For a particle pu, sq P Rplqt , we define the stopping line
S
pu,sq “ tpv, rq P U ˆR` : v P N0prq, pu, tq ĺ pv, rq and r “ σl`1pvqu.
This stopping line yields a collection pXvprq, r ´ sqpv,rqPS pu,sq of space-time points, and we
denote by Zpu,sq, Y pu,sq and W pu,sqy the corresponding quantities from Lemma 5.7. Of course,
we have chosen the stopping line in such a way that the variable W pu,sqy follows the same law
as the variable Wy defined in (4.2). We also define τ
pu,sq
max “ maxpv,rqPS pu,sqpr ´ sq. We then
define the event
Bpu,sq “ tZpu,sq ą εeAu Y tτ pu,sqmax ą ζu, (6.11)
which is called the event of a breakout, since e´AZpu,sq measures the number of descendants of
the particle pu, sq (the inclusion of the “bad” event tτ pu,sqmax ą ζu is for technical reasons). The
particle u is then also called the fugitive. We set
pB “ PapBpH,0qq, (6.12)
and define the law of BBM started at a with the first particle conditioned not to break out:
Qap¨q “ Pap¨ |Bcq “ P
ap¨, Bcq
1´ pB ,
where we set B “ BpH,0q. We further set Z “ ZpH,0q and Wy “ W pH,0qy and note that by
Lemmas 5.7 and 4.2, we have for large a,
Pap|Z ´ π
c0
W | ą 2ηq `Papτ pu,sqmax ď ζq ă η, (6.13)
where W is defined as in (4.2). Hence, by (6.3) and (4.5), we get
pB “
´ π
c0
` oAp1q ` op1q
¯ 1
εeA
, (6.14)
which goes to 0 as A and a go to infinity, by (6.2). Furthermore, (6.13) yields for large A and
a,
QarZs “ pEr π
c0
W1p pi
c0
WďεeAp1`op1qq`Opηqqs `OpηεeAqqp1 `OppBqq
“ π
c0
pA` log ε` c6.15 ` oAp1q ` op1qq,
(6.15)
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by (4.6), (6.1), (6.3) and (6.14). In particular, we have for A ě 1 and large a,
QarZs ď CA. (6.16)
Moreover, by (4.5), (6.13) and (6.3), we have for A ě 1 and large a,
QarZ2s ď CεeA. (6.17)
We now define for every l P Zě0 the time of the first breakout of a particle of tier l,
T plqpωq “ inftt ě 0 : ω P
ď
pu,sqPRplqt
Bpu,squ, (6.18)
and set
T “ min
l
T plq. (6.19)
We denote by U the fugitive of the breakout that happened at time T .
Now fix t ą 0. We want to describe the system conditioned on T “ t. For this, suppose
that at time 0 the particles are distributed according to a counting measure ν “ řni“1 δxi .
Define pi “ Pνpi ĺ U |T “ tq, which yields a law ppiqni“1 on the initial particles, depending on
ν and t. Since the variable T , the time of the first breakout, is the minimum of the variables
Ti, i “ 1, . . . , n, the times of the first breakout of the BBM descending from the particle i, we
can decompose the process into
Pν
´ nź
i“1
dωpiq
ˇˇˇ
T “ t
¯
“
nÿ
i“1
pi
´
Pxipdωpiq |T “ tq ˆ
ź
j‰i
Pxj pdωpjq |T ą tq
¯
. (6.20)
That is, we first choose according to the law ppiqni“1 the initial particle that is going to cause
the breakout. This particle spawns a BBM conditioned to break out at time t. The remaining
particles spawn independent BBM conditioned not to break out before time t.
6.2 The time of the first breakout
We want to prove that the random variable T defined above is approximately exponentially
distributed with parameter pBπZ0{a3, which is the statement of the following proposition:
Proposition 6.1. Let 0 ď t ď a3{p3C6.38Aq and suppose that Y0 ď e´1. Define θ “ pBπZ0.
Then, for A and a large enough, we have
PpT ą tq “ exp
´
´ θt{a3
´
1`OpAt{a3 ` pBq
¯
`OppBY0q
¯
. (6.21)
The proof proceeds by a sequence of lemmas. Lemma 6.2 gives a estimate on PpT p0q ą tq.
This is used in Lemma 6.4, in order to obtain an estimate on PapT ą tq, using a recursive
argument. Finally, Proposition 6.1 is proven by combining Lemmas 6.2 and 6.4.
Lemma 6.2. Let 0 ď t ď a3. Define θ as in Proposition 6.1. Suppose that pB ď 1{2 and
Y0 ď e´1. Then,
PpT p0q ą tq “ exp
´
´ θt{a3
´
1`OppBq
¯
`OppBY0q
¯
. (6.22)
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Before proving Lemma 6.2, we establish a weaker estimate on PpT p0q ą tqq.
Lemma 6.3. Let 0 ď t ď a3. Define θ as in Proposition 6.1. Suppose that pB ď 1{2 and
Y0 ď 1. Then
PpT p0q ą tq “ exp
´
´ θt{a3`1`OppBp1` Z0t{a3qq˘`OppBY0qq¯. (6.23)
Proof. We have for t ě 0,
PpT p0q ą tq “ E
” ź
pu,sqPRp0qt
1Bpu,sq
ı
“ E
”
p1´ pBqR
p0q
t
ı
, (6.24)
since by the strong branching property, the random variables Zpu,sq are independent condi-
tioned on Rp0qt . By Lemma 5.5, and the assumption t ď a3, we have
|ErRp0qt s ´ πZ0t{a3| ď C5.23Y0, and (6.25)
and
ErpRp0qt q2s ď 2pπZ0t{a3q2 ` CpπZ0t{a3 ` Y0q, (6.26)
where the last line follows from the inequality px ` yq2 ď 2px2 ` y2q and the assumption
Y0 ď 1. By Jensen’s inequality and (6.25), we have
E
”
p1´ pBqR
p0q
t
ı
ě E
”
elogp1´pBqErR
p0q
t s
ı
ě exp
´
´ θt{a3 `O `pBpθt{a3 ` Y0q˘ ¯, (6.27)
since | logp1´ xq| ď x` x2 for x ď 1{2. This gives the lower bound in (6.23). For the upper
bound, equations (6.25) and (6.26) together with the inequality p1´pqn ď 1´np`npn´1qp2{2
give
E
”
p1´ pBqR
p0q
t
ı
ď 1´ θt{a3 ` pBCpθt{a3 ` Y0q ` pθt{a3q2, (6.28)
The lemma now follows from (6.24), (6.27) and (6.28) together with the inequality 1 ´ x ď
e´x.
Proof of Lemma 6.2. Let x1, . . . , xn be the positions of the initial particles. Since the initial
particles spawn independent branching Brownian motions, we have
PpT p0q ą tq “
ź
i
PxipT p0q ą tq. (6.29)
Define zi “ wpxiq and yi “ eµpxi´aq. Then trivially yi ď Y0 for all i, and therefore, since
Y0 ď e by assumption,
µpa´ xiq “ | log yi| ě | log Y0| ě 1, for all i.
As a consequence, by the inequality sinx ď x for x ě 0, we have
zi “ ayi sinpπxi{aq ď πµ´1e´µpa´xiqµpa´ xiq ď πµ´1Y0| log Y0|, (6.30)
since the function x ÞÑ xe´x is decreasing for x ě 1. By Lemma 6.3, (6.5), (6.29) and (6.30)
and the hypothesis t ď a3, we now have,
PpT p0q ą tq “
ź
i
exp
´
´ pBπzit{a3
´
1`OppBp1` Y0| log Y0|qq
¯
`OppByiq
¯
.
Since Y0| log Y0| ď 1 by hypothesis, this proves the lemma.
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In the following lemma, note that according to the definition of the tiers, a particle starting
at a starts immediately in tier 1.
Lemma 6.4. Let 0 ď t ď a3{p3C6.38Aq. Then, for large A and a,
QapT ą tq ě exp
´
´ pBπ ta3QarZs
`
1`OpA t
a3
` pBq
˘`Opηq¯ (6.31)
Proof. We have
QapT ą tq “ Qa
” ź
pu,sqPS p1qt
PXupsqpT ą t´ sq
ı
ě QarPνpT ą tqs,
(6.32)
where ν “ řpu,sqPS p1qt δXupsq. Since T ą t implies T p0q ą t, we have
PνpT ą tq “ PνpT ą t|T p0q ą tqPνpT p0q ą tq. (6.33)
Let Z and Y be as in Lemma 5.7. By the definition of Qa and Lemma 5.7, we have Qa-almost
surely Y ď ηεeA, such that for large A, Y ď e´1 and pBY ď ηC by (6.3) and (6.14). By
Lemma 6.2, we now have for large A,
PνpT p0q ą tq ě exp
´
´ θZ p1`OppBqq `Opηq
¯
. (6.34)
As for the first factor in (6.33), we have, with the notation from Section 5.4, with ppsq ” pB,
PνpT ą t|T p0q ą tq “ rPνpT ą tq “ rPν” ź
pu,sqPRp0qt
QapT ą t´ sq
ı
ě rPν”QapT ą tqRp0qt ı.
By Jensen’s inequality and (5.41), this implies
PνpT ą t|T p0q ą tq ě QapT ą tqrEν rRp0qt s ě QapT ą tqEν rRp0qt s (6.35)
Now, by (5.23), we have, by Lemma 5.7 and y´1 ď η,
EνrRp0qt s ď Z
´
π
t
a3
` η
¯
. (6.36)
Equations (6.33), (6.34), (6.35) and (6.36), together with Jensen’s inequality, now imply
QarPνpT ą tqs ě QapT ą tqQarZsppit{a3`ηq ˆ exp
´
´ θQarZs p1`OppBqq ` Opηq
¯
. (6.37)
Now, by (6.16), (6.32) and (6.37), we have,
QapT ą tq1´δ ě exp
´
´ θQarZs p1`OppBqq `Opηq
¯
, (6.38)
with δ “ C6.38pAt{a3` ηp1`Aqq. By (6.3) and the hypothesis on t, we have δ ď 1{2 for large
A, whence p1 ´ δq´1 ď 1` 2δ. Raising both sides in (6.38) to the power p1 ´ δq´1 yields the
lemma.
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Proof of Proposition 6.1. We have the trivial upper bound PpT ą tq ď PpT p0q ą tq, and
Lemma 6.2 now implies the upper bound in (6.21). For the lower bound, we note that as in
the proof of Lemma 6.4, we have by Jensen’s inequality and (5.41),
PpT ą tq “ PpT ą t |T p0q ą tqPpT p0q ą tq ě QapT ą tqErRp0qt sPpT p0q ą tq. (6.39)
By Lemma 6.4, and since At{a3 “ Op1q by hypothesis, we have
QapT ą tq ě exp
´
OppBAt{a3 ` ηq
¯
,
and by (5.23), we have
ErRp0qt s “ πt{a3Z0 `OpY0q,
such that, since At{a3 “ Op1q by hypothesis,
QapT ą tqErRp0qt s ě exp
´
O
`
θt{a3pAt{a3 ` η{pBq ` η ` Y0ppB ` ηq
˘ ¯
(6.40)
The lower bound in (6.21) now follows from (6.39), (6.40) and (6.22), together with the fact
that η ď Cp2B by (6.3) and (6.14).
Lemma 6.5. Define θ as in Proposition 6.1. Suppose that Y0 ď e´1 and let α ě 0 and n P N.
Then, for large A,
ErpT {a3 ` αqn1pTďa3qs ď ErpT p0q{a3 ` αqn1pT p0qďa3qs ď C
nÿ
k“0
n!αk
k!pθ{2qn´k (6.41)
Furthermore, if 0 ě β “ oApA´1q, then for large A and a,
ErpT {a3q1pT {a3qďβs “ θ´1p1`OpAβ ` pBqq `Oppβ ` θ´1qe´Opβθqq (6.42)
Proof. We first note that we have, for n ě 0 and γ ą 0,ż 8
0
pt` αqne´γt dt “
nÿ
k“0
n!αk
k!γn`1´k
. (6.43)
Now, we have
ErpT p0q{a3 ` αqn1pT p0qďa3qs “
ż 1
0
pt` αqnPpT p0q{a3 P dtq
ď n
ż 1
0
pt` αqn´1PpT p0q ą ta3qdt` αn.
The second inequality of (6.41) now follows from Lemma 6.2 and (6.43), since pB Ñ 0 as
A goes to infinity. The first inequality follows in the same way, using the trivial fact that
PpT ą ta3q ď PpT p0q ą ta3q. For the second part, we note that
ErpT {a3q1pT {a3qďβs “
ż β
0
PpT ą ta3qdt´ βPpT ą βa3q,
and by Proposition 6.1 and the hypothesis on Y0, we have for t ď β and large A and a,
PpT ą ta3q “ p1`OppBqq expp´θtp1`OpAβ ` pBqqq.
Equation (6.42) now follows from the last two equations.
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We now show how we can couple the variable T with an exponentially distributed variable:
Lemma 6.6. Suppose there exists a universal constant κ, such that e´AZ0 “ κ`Opε3{2q and
that Y0 ď ηZ0. Then there exists a coupling pT, V q, such that T is σpV q-measurable and the
random variable V is exponentially distributed with parameter pBeAπκ and such that for large
A and large a, we have PpBcouplq ď Cε2, where Bcoupl is the event
Bcoupl “ t|T {a3 ´ V | ą ε3{2u Y t|T {pa3V q ´ 1| ą
?
εq ď ε2u.
Proof. For brevity, we define γ :“ pBeAπκ. Let F be the tail distribution function of T , i.e.
F ptq :“ PpT ě tq. It is clear that T has no atoms except 8. We can therefore define a random
variable U which is uniformly distributed on p0, 1q by setting
U “ F pT q1pTă8q ` U 1F p8q1pT“8q,
where U 1 is a uniformly distributed random variable on p0, 1q, independent of T . Now we
define V “ ´γ´1 logU . Then V is exponentially distributed with parameter γ and T “
F´1pe´γV q, where F´1 denotes the generalized right-continuous inverse of F . Hence, T is
σpV q-measurable. On tT ă 8u, we have by Proposition 6.1, for a large enough,
V “ ´γ´1ppBeAπe´AZ0T {a3p1`OpAT {a3 ` pBqqq `OppBY0q
“ T {a3p1`Opε3{2 `AT {a3 ` pBqq `OpκpBeAηq,
(6.44)
by the hypotheses on Z0 and Y0. Hence, by (6.2), (6.4) and (6.14), we have for a large enough,
|T {a3 ´ V | “ Opε3{2T {a3 `ApT {a3q2q `Opε3{2q.
But now we have by Lemma 6.2, for large A and a,
PpT {a3 ą ε3{4{?Aq ď PpT p0q{a3 ą ε3{4{?Aq ď Ce´Opε´1{4{
?
Aq ď ε2{2, (6.45)
by (6.2). Furthermore, we get from (6.44),
V {pT {a3q “ 1`Opε3{2 `AT {a3q ` pOpεηq ` op1qq{pT {a3q, (6.46)
and by (6.4), we have by Proposition 6.1,
PpT {a3 ď ?εηq “ Opη{?εq ď ε2{2, (6.47)
for large A and a. Equations (6.44), (6.45), (6.46) and (6.47) now prove the lemma.
6.3 The particles that do not participate in the breakout
In this section, we fix t ď a3{p3C6.38Aq. We are going to study the system conditioned not to
break out until time t, the law and expectation of which are denoted as in Section 5.4 by pP
and pE, respectively, hence pPp¨q “ Pp¨ |T ą tq.
Under the law pP, the process stopped at LH^ t then follows the law rP from Section 5.4, with
ppsq “ pB1psďtq ` p1´ pBqQapT ď t´ sq, (6.48)
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such that by Lemma 6.4, (6.3) and (6.16), for large A and a,
spt ď CpB. (6.49)
As in the proof of Lemma 5.12, one can then show that pQarZs “ p1 ` OppBqqQarZs andpQarZ2s ď p1`OppBqqQarZ2s, such that by (6.15), (6.16) and (6.17), we have for large A and
a,
pQarZs “ π
c0
pA` log ε` c6.15 ` oAp1qq, pQarZs ď CA, and pQarZ2s ď CεeA (6.50)
We define two filtrations pGlqlě0 and pHlqlě0 by
Gl “ FS plqt ^t, Hl “ FRplqt ^t,
such that and Gl Ă Hl Ă Gl`1 for every l. Now define
Z
plq
H “
ÿ
pu,sqPS plqt
Zpu,sq, Y plqH “
ÿ
pu,sqPS plqt
Y pu,sq,
and recall from Section 6.1 the definition of Zpk;lqH , Z
pl`q
H and ZH and the corresponding
quantities for Y .
Lemma 6.7. Suppose Y0 ď ηZ0. We have for all l ě 1, and large A and a,
pErZplqH |Gl´1s ď pπ ` C6.51pBqpQarZsp ta3 ` C6.51ηqZpl´1qH . (6.51)
In particular, pErZplqH s ď ´pπ ` C6.51pBqpQarZsp ta3 ` C6.51ηq¯lZ0. (6.52)
In the case l “ 1, we also have for large A and a,
pErZp1qH s ě pπ ´ C6.53pBqpQarZsp ta3 ´C6.53ηqZ0. (6.53)
Proof. We have
pErZplqH |Hl´1s “ pE” ÿ
pu,sqPRpl´1qt
Zpu,sq
ˇˇˇ
Hl´1
ı
“ pQarZsRpl´1qt , (6.54)
since conditioned on H
R
pl´1q
t ^t
, the random variables Zpu,sq are iid under pP of the same law as
Z under pQa and independent of H
R
pl´1q
t ^t
, by the strong branching property. Now, we have
pErRpl´1qt |Gl´1s “ ÿ
pu,sqPS pl´1qt
EXupsqrRp0qt´s |T ą t´ ss. (6.55)
By (5.40) and (5.23), the right-hand side of (6.55) is less than or equal to´
π
t
a3
Z
pl´1q
H ` C5.23Y pl´1qH
¯
max
pu,sqPS pl´1qt
hpXupsq, sq´1
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and we have Y pl´1qH ď Zpl´1qH {y ď Zpl´1qH η, pP-almost surely, by the definition of the event Γ
in Lemma 5.7 for l ě 2 and by hypothesis for l “ 1. Furthermore, by Lemma 5.11, (6.5)
and (6.49), we have phpx, 0qq´1 ď 1 ` CpB, as soon as pB is small enough. Combining these
inequalities with (6.54) and (6.55) gives (6.51). Equation (6.52) follows easily from (6.51).
Now, in the case l “ 1, we have G0 “ F0 by definition. Let ν “ řni“1 denote the initial
configuration. By (5.40) and (5.23) and (5.24), we have
pErRp0qt s “ nÿ
i“1
pExirRp0qt s ě nÿ
i“1
ExirRp0qt s ´ sptExirpRp0qt q2s
ě π t
a3
Z0 ´ C5.23Y0 ´ sptC5.24p t
a3
Z0 ` Y0q
This yields (6.53), since Y0 ď ηZ0 by hypothesis.
In applications of Lemma 6.7, we will often sum the right-hand side of (6.52) over all l ě 0.
We therefore define t6.56 to be the solution of
pπ ` C6.51pBqpQarZspt6.56{a3 `C6.51ηq “ 1{2. (6.56)
We now turn to the variance of ZplqH in the cases that are of interest to us, namely, for
l “ 1, 2.
Lemma 6.8. We have for l ě 1 and large A and a,yVarpZplqH |Gl´1q ď CεeAZpl´1qH pt{a3 ` ηq.
In particular, we have for l “ 1,yVarpZp1qH q ď CεeAZ0pt{a3 ` ηq.
Proof. We haveyVarpZplqH |Gl´1q “ pEryVarpZplqH |Hlq |Gl´1s `yVarppErZplqH |Hls |Gl´1q
“ Var pQapZqpErRpl´1qt |Gl´1s ` pQarZsyVarpRpl´1qt |Gl´1q (6.57)
By Lemma 5.5, the assumption t ď a3 and the fact that Y0 ď Z0{y on G0 (in the case l “ 1),
we havepErRpl´1qt |Gl´1s ď Cpt{a3 ` ηqZpl´1qH , and yVarpRpl´1qt |Gl´1q ď Cpt{a3 ` ηqZpl´1qH .
The lemma now follows from these equations, together with (6.2) and (6.50).
Lemma 6.9. Suppose that Z0 ď CeA. Then we have for large A and a,yVarpZp2qH q ď CeAZ0`εApt{a3 ` ηq2 ` εA2pt{a3 ` ηq3 `A4pt{a3 ` ηq4˘.
Proof. We have by repeated application of Lemmas 6.7 and 6.8,yVarpZp2qH q “yVarppErZp2qH |G1sq ` pEryVarpZp2qH |G1qs
ď pErpCApt{a3 ` ηqZp1qH q2s ` pErCεeAZp1qH pt{a3 ` ηqs
ď CA2pt{a3 ` ηq2pyVarpZp1qH q ` pErZp1qH s2q ` CεeApt{a3 ` ηqpErZp1qH s
ď CpA2εeApt{a3 ` ηq3Z0 `A4pt{a3 ` ηq4Z20 ` εeAApt{a3 ` ηq2Z0q.
The hypothesis on Z0 now proves the lemma.
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Lemma 6.10. We have for all l ě 0 and for large A and a,
pPp|Zplqt ´ ZplqH | ą K |Glq ď CK´2ZplqH ` 1pZplqH ąCK{pBq.
In particular, suppose that t ď t6.56, then
pPp|Zp0;2qt ´ Zp0;2qH | ą Kq ď CK´2Z0 ` Ce´AZ0{pKεq.
Proof. We decompose
pPp|Zplqt ´ ZplqH | ą 2K |Glq ď pPp|Zplqt ´ pErZplqt |Gls| ą K |Glq ` 1p|pErZplqt |Gls´ZplqH |ąKq. (6.58)
Now, we have by the conditional Chebychev inequality:
pPp|Zplqt ´ pErZplqt |Gls| ą K |Glq ď yVarpZplqt |GlqK2 . (6.59)
By (5.35) and (5.19),
yVarpZplqt |Glq ď ÿ
pu,sqPS plqt
pEpXupsq,sqrZp0qt s ď CZplqH . (6.60)
As for the second term in (6.58), we have by (5.11), (5.34), (6.49) and Lemmas 5.10 and 5.11,
|pErZplqt |Gls ´ ZplqH | ď CpBZplqH , (6.61)
since xe´µx ď C by (6.5). Equations (6.58), (6.60) and (6.61) now finish the proof of the first
inequality. The second inequality follows readily by taking expectations and using Lemma 6.7
and Markov’s inequality.
Lemma 6.11. Suppose that t ď t6.56. Then for large A and a,
pPpZp3`qt ą Kq ď CK´1A3pt{a3 ` ηq3Z0, and (6.62)
pPpYt ą Kq ď CK´1ηZ0. (6.63)
Proof. First note that we have hpx, 0q ě 1{2 for large A. We now have by (5.34) and (5.11),
pErZplqt s ď 2pErZplqH s ď CηZ0p ta3 ` C6.51ηql.
Using the hypothesis, summing over l ě 3 and applying Markov’s inequality yields (6.62). For
(6.63), we note that by (5.36) and (5.13) and hpx, 0q ě 1{2
pErY plqt s ď C pErY plqH s ď CK´1ηpErZplqH s ď CηZ02´l,
by Lemma 6.7 and the hypothesis. Summing over l ě 0 and using Markov’s inequality finishes
the proof.
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6.4 The fugitive and its family
We now describe the BBM starting from a single particle and conditioned to break out at a
fixed time t. We could describe this system by similar methods as those employed in Section
3.4, but since we are only interested in first moment estimates, it is faster to use the Many-
to-one lemma instead, which is the method of the proof of the following lemma:
Lemma 6.12. Let f : r0, as Ñ R` be measurable, a2 ď τ ď a3 and t ě τ . Let p : R` Ñ r0, 1s
be measurable with ppsq “ 0 for s ě t and C6.66spt ď 1{4. Denote by rP the law associated to
ppsq as in Section 5.4. Then,
rEx” ÿ
pu,sqPLt
fpXupsqq1pU ‰uq
ˇˇˇ
R
p0q
t X U ˆ tτu ‰ 0
ı
ď C6.64W x,τ,ataboo
»–ż τ
0
EXs
” ÿ
pv,rqPLt´s
fpXvpr ´ sqq
ı
ds
fifl . (6.64)
Proof. The left-hand side in (6.64) equals
LHS “
rEx”řpu,sqPLt 1pHapXuqPdτqřpv,rqPLt fpXvprqq1pv‰uqırExt ”řpu,sqPLt 1pHapXuqPdτqı (6.65)
By Lemma 3.1, the numerator of the right-hand side of (6.65) equals
NUM “ rE˚x” ÿ
pv,rqPLt
fpXvprqq1pv‰ξrqe
şτ
0
rmpξs,sqQpξs,sqds1pH0pξqąHapξqPdτq
ı
.
According to the description of the conditioned process in Section 5.4 and the description of the
spine in Section 3.3, the particles on the spine spawn on average Qpx, sqřk kpk´1qrqpx, s, kqds
particles during an interval rs, s`dss, which is less than or equal tom2hpx, sqds. Conditioning
on the trajectory of the spine and using (5.33) now yields
NUM ď m2emτW x´µ
»–hpa, τq
hpx, 0q
ż τ
0
EXs
” ÿ
pv,rqPLt´s
fpXvpr ´ sqq
ı
ds1pH0ąHaPdτq
fifl
Applying Girsanov’s theorem to this expression and Lemma 5.8 to the denumerator in (6.65),
we get
LHS ď
m2W
x,τ,a
killed
” şτ
0
EXs
“ř
pv,rqPLt´s fpXvpr ´ sqq
‰
ds
ı
W
x,τ,a
killedre´
şτ
0
epXs,sqdss ,
where W x,τ,akilled is the law of a bridge from x to a of length τ of a Brownian motion killed
at 0 and a. But since the taboo process is obtained from the killed BM by a space-time
Doob transform, this is the same as W x,τ,ataboo. As in the proof of Lemma 5.10, we have, by the
hypotheses on τ ,
W
x,τ,a
taboore´
şτ
0
epXs,sqdss ě 1´C6.66spt. (6.66)
This implies the lemma, by (6.49) and the hypothesis on spt.
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We now set up the important definitions. Recall that U denotes the fugitive. DefineĎN ptq “ tu P N0ptq : pu, tq ^ pU , T q P U ˆď
lě0
rσlpU q, τlpU qqu,
sRptq “ tpu, sq P ď
lě0
R
plqptq : pu, sq ^ pU , T q P U ˆ
ď
lě0
rσlpU q, τlpU qqqu
and |N ptq “ tu P N0ptq : pu, tq ^ pU , T q P U ˆď
lě1
rτl´1pU q, σlpU qqu.
We then define sZt “ ÿ
uP ĎN ptqwpXuptqq,
sYt “ ÿ
uP ĎN ptq e
µpXuptq´aq, sRt “ # sRptq,
and qZt “ ÿ
uP |N ptq
wpXuptqq, qYt “ ÿ
uP |N ptq
eµpXuptq´aq.
Note that on the event T “ T p0q, we have |N pT q “ H by definition. For the other particles,
we have:
Lemma 6.13. Suppose that t ď t6.56 and C6.66spt ď 1{4. Then,
Exr sZt |T “ T p0q “ ts ď CA, ExrsYt |T “ T p0q “ ts ď C, Exr sRt |T “ T p0q “ ts ď C
Proof. We have for every s ě 0, ExrZp0qs s “ wpxq ď πpa´ xqe´µpa´xq by (5.11). Furthermore,
ExrY p0qs s ď Cwpxq{a ď Ce´µpa´xq by (5.13). Finally, we have by Lemma 5.5, ExrRp0qs s ď
Cppa´ xq ` 1qe´µpa´xq for s ď a3. By Lemmas 6.12 and 2.2, we now have
ExrZp0qt |T “ T p0q “ ts ď C, ExrY p0qt |T “ T p0q “ ts ď C, ExrRp0qt |T “ T p0q “ ts ď C.
From the estimate on Rp0qt , it follows that ExrZp1qH |T “ T p0q “ ts ď C pQarZs ď CA, by (6.50).
Hence, by Lemma 6.7 and the hypothesis, we have ExrZp1`qH |T “ T p0q “ ts ď CA. By (5.34)
and (5.11), we now have
ExrZp1`qt |T “ T p0q “ ts ď CA,
and by (5.36) and (5.13), we have
ExrY p1`qt |T “ T p0q “ ts ď CηA.
Since sZt “ Zp0qt ` Zp1`qt , sYt “ Y p0qt ` Y p1`qt and η ď A´1, this implies the lemma.
On the event T “ T p1q, the situation is more complex, as shown by the following lemma.
Lemma 6.14. Suppose that t ď t6.56 and C6.66spt ď 1{4. Then,
Exr sZt |T “ T p1q “ ts ď CA, ExrsYt |T “ T p1q “ ts ď C, Exr sRt |T “ T p1q “ ts ď C.
Moreover, on the event T “ T p1`q, we have qZp1qH ď εeA, and
Exr qZp2`qt |T “ T p1q “ ts ď CεeAApt{a3 ` ηq,
ExrqYt |T “ T p1q “ ts ď CεηeA,
Pxr| qZp1qt ´ qZp1qH | ą K |T “ T p1q “ ts ď CεeAK´2pt{a3 ` ηq ` Cpt{a3 ` ηq{K.
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Proof. On the event T “ T p1q, conditioning on τ1pU q, we get two independent pieces of the
process, one starting at x conditioned to hit a at τ1pU q, the second starting at a, following
the law of Qa conditioned on T “ T p1q “ t ´ τ1pU q “: t1. Stopping this process at the line
S
p1q
t1 , one of those particles then spawns BBM conditioned on T “ T p0q “ t1 and the others
spawn BBM conditioned on T ą t1. Now, sZt and sYt are the sums of the respective variables
corresponding to the two pieces and the inequalities on their expectations now follows from
Lemma 6.13.
On the event T “ T plq, for l ě 1, we can generalize the above decomposition and condi-
tioning on τ1pU q, . . . , τl´1pU q we get l independent pieces of the process. On this event, we
note that qZp1qH ď εeA, since no breakout occurred before the time t “ τlpU q. This immediately
gives the estimates on the first and second moment of qZp1qH .
For the proof of the remaining inequalities, we note that we have by Lemma 6.7,
Exr qZp2`qH s ď 8ÿ
l“1
CppQarZsp t
a3
` C6.51ηqql qZp1qH ď CεeAAp ta3 ` ηq,
by the hypothesis on t. The last three equations now follow from these results as in Lemmas
6.10 and 6.11.
Define T pl;mq “ minlďiďm T piq and T pl`q “ miniěl T piq.
Lemma 6.15. Suppose that C1eA ď Z0 ď C2eA and Y0 ď ηZ0. Then for large A,
PpT p1`q ă T p0qq ď CεA,
and
PpT p2`q ă T p0;1qq ď CpεAq2.
Proof. Let t0 :“ t6.56 ^ a3{p3C6.38Aq. By (6.2), (6.14) and (6.50), we have for large A,
PpT p0q ą t0q ď expp´CA{εq ď ε. (6.67)
Now, for the rest of the proof, let t ď t0. We have by the decomposition (6.20) of the process
conditioned on T “ t,
PνpT p1`q ą t |T p0q “ tq “
nÿ
i“1
piP
ν´δxi pT p1`q ą t |T p0q ą tqPxipT p1`q ą t |T p0q “ tq
ě
nÿ
i“1
piQ
apT ą tqEν´δxi rRp0qt s`Exi rRp0qt |T p0q“ts,
by Jensen’s inequality. By Lemma 5.5 and the hypothesis on Y0, we have Eν´δxi rRp0qt s ď
EνrRp0qt s ď Cpt{a3 ` ηqZ0. By Lemma 6.13, we have for large A, ExirRp0qt |T p0q “ ts ď C. In
total, we get by Lemma 6.4, for t ď t0,
PνpT p1`q ą t |T p0q “ tq ě exp
´
´C`ApBpt{a3`ηq2Z0`t{a3pηZ0`ApBq`η`η2Z0˘¯. (6.68)
By (6.67), (6.68), and the inequality 1´ e´x ď x, we get
PνpT p1`q ă T p0qq ď CpErpT {a3 ` ηq21pTďt0a3qsApBZ0
`ErT {a31pTďt0a3qspηZ0 `ApBq ` η ` η2Z0 ` εq. (6.69)
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The result now follows by Lemma 6.5, together with the hypothesis on Z0, (6.2), (6.3) and
(6.14). For the second part of the lemma, we first note that by (6.20) and the union bound,
PνpT p2`q ă t |T p1q ą T p0q “ tq “
nÿ
i“1
pi
´
Pν´δxi pT p2`q ă t |T p0;1q ą tq
`PxipT p2`q ă t |T p1q ą T p0q “ tq
¯
.
Now we have
Pν´δxi pT p2`q ă t |T p0;1q ą tq ď PνpT p2`q ă t |T p0;1q ą tq
ď sptEνrRp2qt |T p0;1q ą ts,
by Markov’s inequality. As in the proof of Lemma 6.7, we can show that for l ě 1,
QarRpl`1qt |T p1;l´1q ą t |H1s ď CAlpt{a3 ` ηqlRp0qt , (6.70)
since we have, as in (6.50), for every l ě 0, QarZ |T p1;lq ą ts “ p1 ` OppBqqQarZs ď CA, by
(6.15). With (5.23) and (6.49), this gives
Pν´δxi pT p2`q ă t |T p0;1q ą tq ď C6.71pBA2pt{a3 ` ηq3Z0. (6.71)
Moreover, we have
PxpT p2`q ă t |T p1q ą T p0q “ tq ď sptExrRp2qt |T p1q ą T p0q “ ts
ď pBCQarZs2pt{a3 ` ηq2ExrRp0qt |T p0q “ ts by (6.70), (6.49)
ď pBCA2pt{a3 ` ηq2 by Lemma 6.13.
In total, this gives
PνpT p2`q ă t |T p1q ą T p0q “ tq ď CpBpA2pt{a3 ` ηq3Z0 `A2pt{a3 ` ηq2q (6.72)
Moreover, we have
PνpT p2`q ă t |T p0q ą T p1q “ tq ď
nÿ
i“1
pi
´
Pν´δxi pT p2`q ă t |T p0;1q ą tq
`PxipT p2`q ă t |T p0q ą T p1q “ tq
¯
. (6.73)
The first term in (6.73) has been bounded in (6.71). For the second term, we note that we
have
PxpT p2`q ă t |T p0q ą T p1q “ tq ď sptC´QarRp2qt |T p1q ą tsExr sRp0qt |T p0q ą T p1q “ ts
`QarRp1qt sExr sRp1qt |T p0q ą T p1q “ ts¯,
and by Lemma 6.14, together with (6.2), (6.14), (6.49) and the hypotheses on Z0 and Y0, we
get
PxpT p2`q ă t |T p0q ą T p1q “ tq ď CpB
´
A2pt{a3 ` ηq2 ` εeAApt{a3 ` ηq2
¯
ď CApt{a3 ` ηq2.
(6.74)
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Equations (6.71), (6.73) and (6.74) now yield
PνpT p2`q ă t |T p0q ą T p1q “ tq ď CpBA2pt{a3 ` ηq3Z0 ` CApt{a3 ` ηq2, (6.75)
and (6.72) and (6.75) then yield
PνpT p2`q ă t |T p0;1q “ tq ď CpBA2pt{a3 ` ηq3Z0 ` CApt{a3 ` ηq2. (6.76)
The second part of the lemma now follows from (6.76), by integrating over t from 0 to t0 and
using Lemma 6.5 and (6.67).
7 The system with the moving barrier
We will now define properly the BBM with the moving barrier. We will still use all the defini-
tions from Section 6.1, with one notational change: Recall that by (6.20), we can decompose
the process into two parts: the first part consisting of the particles spawned by the ancestor
of the fugitive, and the second part consisting of the remaining particles. As in Section 6.4,
the quantities which refer to the particles of the first part will be denoted by a bar (e.g. sZ) or
check (e.g. qZ). The quantities of the second part will be denoted with a hat in this section
(e.g. pZ), in reference to the law pP from Section 6.3. Furthermore assume from now on that
there is a constant κ, such that for each A and a large enough the initial distribution satisfies
|e´AZ0 ´ κ| ď ε3{2 and Y0 ď ηZ0. The constant κ will be regarded as universal, in the sense
that the terms denoted by Opq, oApq and op1q may depend on κ.
Suppose further that we are given a family pfxqxě0 of non-decreasing functions fx P
C 2pR,R`q, such that for each x ě 0, fxptq “ 0 for t ď 0, fxp`8q “ x and for each
δ ą 0 there exist Mx “Mxpδq, Mt “Mtpδq, such that
• Mxpδq Ñ 8 as δ Ñ 0,
• ||fx|| ď δ´1 for all x P r0,Mxs, and
• fxptq ě x´ δ for all t ěMt,
where ||f || is defined in (5.4). It is easy to construct such a family: Take any non-decreasing
function f P C 2pR`,R`q, such that fptq “ 0 for all t ď 0 and fptq “ 1 for all t ě 1 and
define fx “ xf for x ě 0. Then ||fx|| ď ||f ||px _ x2q, whence this family satisfies the above
conditions with Mxpδq “ p||f ||δq´1{2 ^ p||f ||δq´1 and Mtpδq ” 1.
Now suppose we are given a BBM with constant drift ´µ starting from the initial config-
uration ν0. We are going to define for each n P N define a stopping time Tn and a barrier
process pXpnqt qtPrTn´1,Tns as follows:
1. We set T0 “ 0 and Xp1q0 “ 0.
2. Denote by T the time of the first breakout of the BBM absorbed at 0 and by U the
fugitive, as in Section 6.1. We set Xp1qt “ 0 for t P r0, T s.
3. Define
∆ “ 1
c0
log
´ ZT
κeA
_ 1
¯
, (7.1)
where ZT is defined in Section 6.1.
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4. Define T 11 “ T ` τ pU ,T qmax and T1 “ pT ` a5{2q _ T 11. Note that T 11 and therefore also T1 is
a stopping time for the BBM. Now define
X
p1q
t “ f∆ppt´ T 11q{a2q, t P rT, T1s.
We then give the particles an additional drift ´pd{dtqXp1qt for t P rT 11, T1s, in the meaning
of Section 5.1.
5. We have now defined T1 and Xp1q. We further define ν1 to be the measure formed by
the particles at time T1, which have never hit 0. To define T2 and Xp2q, we repeat the
above steps with the process formed by the BBM started from those particles, with the
definitions changed such that the barrier process starts at Xp2qT1 “ X
p1q
T1
, time starts at
T1 etc.
6. We now construct the barrier process Xp8qt from the pieces by X
p8q
t “ Xpnqt , if t P
rTn´1, Tns.
Remark 7.1. The random line formed by the particles at time T1 which have never crossed the
barrier Xp1q is not a stopping line in the sense that we have defined it, but in Jagers’ sense
(see Section 3.2), such that the strong branching property applies here as well. It is even a
simple stopping line in the terminology of Biggins and Kyprianou [11].
Recall the definition of the phrase “As A and a go to infinity” from Section 6.1. Our main
theorem is the following:
Theorem 7.2. As A and a go to infinity, the process pXtqtě0 “ pXp8qta3c20{pi2 ´Atqtě0 converges
in the sense of finite-dimensional distributions to the Lévy process pLtqtě0 with L0 “ 0 and
cumulant Kκpλq given by
Kκpλq “ logEreiλL1 s “ iλplog κ` cq ` c0
ż 8
0
eiλx ´ 1´ iλx1pxď1q Λpdxq, (7.2)
where Λpdxq is the image of the measure x´2dx by the map x ÞÑ c´10 logp1 ` xq and c P R is
a constant depending only on the reproduction law qpkq.
A stronger convergence than convergence in the sense of finite-dimensional distributions
is convergence in law with respect to Skorokhod’s topology (see [32], Chapter 3). Obviously,
the convergence in Theorem 7.2 does not hold in this stronger sense, because the barrier
is continuous but the Lévy process is not, and the set of continuous functions is closed in
Skorokhod’s topology. However, if we create artificial jumps, we can rectify this:
Theorem 7.3. Define Jt “ Xp8qTn , if t P rTn, Tn`1q, for n P N. Then as A and a go to infinity,
the process pX 1tqtě0 “ pJta3c20{pi2 ´Atqtě0 converges in law with respect to Skorokhod’s topology
to the Lévy process defined in the statement of Theorem 7.2.
Define the sequence pGnqně´1 of “good events” by G´1 “ Ω and Gn to be the intersection
of Gn´1 with the following events:
• νn has support in p0, aq,
• NTn Ă U ˆ tTnu and Tn ą T 1n (for n ą 0).
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• |e´AZTn ´ κ| ď ε3{2 and YTn ď ηZTn .
The core of the proof of Theorems 7.2 and 7.3 will be the following proposition:
Proposition 7.4. Fix λ P R. Suppose that PpG0q “ 1. Define γ0 “ π{pc20pBeAq. Then there
exists δ ą 0, such that for n ď ε´1´δ{2 and large A and a, we have PpGnq ě 1´ nε1`δ and
logEreiλXTn s “ nκ´1γ0pKκpλq ` iλA` oAp1q `Opεδqq, (7.3)
with Kκpλq defined as in Theorem 7.2 and where oAp1q and Opεδq may depend on λ.
Remark 7.5. The process Zt approximately measures the population size, in the sense that
the number of particles at the time t ` δa3, where δ is a small constant, is approximately
2πc´20 e
c0aa´3ˆZt [10]. That is why we stated in the introduction that the number of particles
stays almost constant in our model. We could indeed show for example that the process of the
number of particles converges to a constant in the sense of finite-dimensional distributions.
Since we plan to show much stronger results in a second work, we will not prove this here,
however.
7.1 Proof of Proposition 7.4
In this subsection, we are under the hypotheses of Proposition 7.4, i.e. we suppose that ν0 has
support in p0, aq, |e´AZ0 ´ κ| ď ε3{2 and Y0 ď ηZ0.
The particles on the stopping line NT . In a first step, we will describe the state of the
system at the stopping line NT , defined in (6.10). Recall that this stopping line consists of
those particles, for which σl ď T ă τl for some l, and of the descendants of those for which
τl ď T ă σl`1 for some l, as soon as they hit the critical line. This latter case applies in
particular to the fugitive U , for which T “ τlpU q for some l. We will show in this paragraph
that the following events happen with high probability and give first and second moment
estimates of the quantities appearing in the definitions:
Gbulk “ t|ZT ´ ZpU ,T q ´ p pZp0;2qH ` qZp1qH q| ď ε3{2{4|u X tZT ´ ZpU ,T q ď eA{εu X tYT ď ε´3{2u,
Gfug “ tZpU ,T q ď eA{ε, τ pU ,T qmax ď ζu.
First of all, since the process of the descendants of the fugitive after time T follows the
law Pap¨ | pΓpH,0qqcq, we have for A and a large enough,
PpGcfugq ď p´1B pPapZpH,0q ą eA{εq `Papτ pH,0qmax ą ζqq ď Cε2, (7.4)
by (6.2) and (6.3).
As for Gbulk, let A be large enough, such that
?
ε ď t6.56{a3. Recall the decomposition of
the BBM conditioned on T “ t given by (6.20) and denote by x0 the position of the particle
that is the ancestor of the fugitive. We have as in the proof of Lemma 6.2, for large A,
wpx0q ď πµ´1Y0| log Y0| ď Cη| log η|eA ď ε3{2eA,
by (6.3), whence |e´A pZ0 ´ κ| ď 2ε3{2 and pY0 ď η pZ0. We then have by Lemma 6.7, for
t ď ?εa3,
Ere´A pZp1;2qH |T “ ts “ pπ `OppBqqe´AZ0 pQarZsp ta3 `Opηqq `OpA2p ta3 ` ηq2q. (7.5)
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Furthermore, by Lemmas 6.8 and 6.9 and the inequality px` yq2 ď 2px2 ` y2q, we have
Varpe´A pZp1;2qH |T “ tq ď C`εp ta3 `Opηqq`εAp ta3 `Opηqq2`εA2p ta3`Opηqq3`A4p ta3 `Opηqq4˘
(7.6)
Lemma 6.5 and (7.5) now give for large A,
Ere´A pZp1;2qH 1pTď?εa3qs “ e´A{pBp1`OpA?εqqpQarZs `OpA2ε2q
“ c0γ0pA` log ε` c` oAp1qq,
(7.7)
by (6.1), (6.4) and (6.50). Note that by (6.14), γ0 “ εp1` oAp1q ` op1qq. Similarly, (7.5) and
(7.6) and Lemma 6.5 give
Eppe´A pZp1;2qH q21pTď?εa3qs “ OpA2ε2q. (7.8)
Likewise, if we definepG “ t| pZp0;2qT ´ pZp0;2qH | ď ε2eA, pZp3`qT ď ε3{2{10, pZp0;2qH ă eA{p4εq, pYT ď ε2u,
then we have by (7.7), Lemmas 6.5, 6.10 and 6.11, the hypotheses on Z0 and Y0 and the union
bound,
Pp pGc, T ď ?εa3q ď Cpε´2e´A `A3ε3{2 ` e´A ` ηeAq ď CA3ε3{2, (7.9)
by (6.2) and (6.3). As for the particles from the family of the fugitive, note first that we have
by Lemma 6.15,
PpT p2`q “ T q ď PpT p2`q ă T p0;1qq ď CA2ε2. (7.10)
Furthermore, by Lemmas 6.14 and 6.15 and the fact that qZp1qH “ 0 on the event tT “ T p0qu,
Ere´A qZp1qH , T ď ?εa3s ď C?εPpT p1`q “ T q ď CAε3{2, (7.11)
and likewise
Erpe´A qZp1qH q2, T ď ?εa3s ď C?εPpT p1`q “ T q ď CAε5{2. (7.12)
Likewise, if we defineqG “ t| qZp1qT ´ qZp1qH | ď ε2eA, qZp2`qT ď ε3{2{10, qZp1qH ă eA{p4εq, qYT ď ε2u,
then we have by (7.10), (7.11), Lemmas 6.14 and 6.15 and Markov’s inequality,
Pp qGc, T ď ε3{4a3q ď Pp qGc, T ď ε3{4a3 |T “ T p1qqPpT “ T p1qq `PpT “ T p2`qq
ď CεApε´3e´A `Aε1{4 ` e´A ` ηeA{εq `A2ε2
ď CA2ε5{4,
(7.13)
by (6.2) and (6.3). Finally, definingsG “ t sZT ď ε´3{2, sYT ď ε´3{2{2u,
we get by Lemmas 6.13 and 6.14 and Markov’s inequality,
Pp sGcq ď CAε3{2. (7.14)
Altogether, since ZT “ ZpU ,T q` pZp0`qT ` qZp1`qT ` sZT , we have pGX qGX sG Ă Gbulk for large A,
and thus, by (6.1), (7.9), (7.13) and (7.14),
PpGcbulk, T ď ε3{4a3q ď CA2ε5{4. (7.15)
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The particles touching the right barrier after the breakout. Now, from the time T`ζ
on, we are moving the barrier according to the function f∆, which is equivalent to having the
variable drift ´µt “ ´µ´f∆pt{a2q{a2. Note that on Gfug, the variable ∆ is FT`ζ-measurable
and that T1 “ T ` a5{2. Since ZT ď 2eA{ε on Gbulk XGfug, we now have for large a, by the
hypotheses on the functions pfxq,
on Gbulk XGfug : ||f∆|| ď
?
a and ∆´ f∆ppa5{2 ´ ζq{a2q “ op1q. (7.16)
We now show that on the good events defined above, with high probability there is no
particle hitting the right barrier between the times T ` a2 and T ` a5{2 and the descendants
of the particles that hit the right barrier between T and T ` a2 are negligible. For this, we
start afresh the notation of the tiers from the stopping line NT on, indicating this change of
notation by a prime (’), i.e. for all particles u, such that NT ĺ pu, tq for some t, we set σ10puq
to be the second coordinate of NT ^ pu, tq and define σ1n and τ 1n by
τ 1npuq “ infts ě σn : Xupsq “ au,
σ1n`1puq “ infts ě τn : Xupsq “ a´ y ` pc0 ´ µqps ´ τnq ´ f∆pps ´ pT ` ζqq{a2qu.
The stopping lines R1plqt etc. are then defined as in Section 6.1, adding f∆ to the definition.
Note that we assumed there that f ” 0, but we will not use the results from that section,
such that there is no conflict. We then define
Gbarrier “
č
pu,sqPR1p0q
T`a2
Γpu,sq X tR1p0qT1 ´R
1p0q
T`a2 “ 0u
X tZ 1p1qT1 ď ε2eAu X tY
1p1q
T1
ď εηeAu X tR1p1qT1 “ 0u.
Now, first note that on Gbulk XGfug, we have by (6.3),
ZT ď 2ε´1eA, YT ď 2ε´3{2, and @pu, sq P NT : s ď T ` ζ. (7.17)
It follows from Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6, (6.14) and (7.17) that for large a,
P
´
Gbulk XGfug X
ď
pu,sqPR1p0q
T`a2
pΓpu,sqqc
¯
ď pBErR1p0qT`a2s ď Cε´5{2e´A, (7.18)
and
PpGbulk XGfug, R1p0qT1 ´R
1p0q
T`a2 ě 1q “ op1q. (7.19)
As for the tier 1 particles, if we set
G1 “ Gbulk XGfug X
č
pu,sqPR1p0q
T`a2
Γpu,sq,
we have by Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6,
E
”
1G1
ÿ
pu,sqPR1p0q
T`a2
Zpu,sq
ı
ď CAE
”
1G1R
1p0q
T`a2
ı
ď CApε´3{2 ` op1qq ď Cε2`5{4eA,
(7.20)
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by (6.2). Equations (7.19) and (7.20) together with Proposition 5.2, Lemmas 5.6 and 5.5 and
Markov’s inequality now give for large a,
P
´
G1 X ptZ 1p1qT1 ą ε2eAu Y tY
1p1q
T1
ą a´1{2eAu Y tR1p1qT1 ě 1uq
¯
ď Cε5{4. (7.21)
Equations (7.18), (7.19) and (7.21), together with (6.2), (7.15) and (7.4) now prove that
PpGbulk XGfug XGcbarrierq ď Cε3{2. (7.22)
The particles that stay in the interval p0, aq after the breakout. On GbulkXGfug, we
have ZT ě κeA for large A, since ZpU ,T q ě εeA on Gfug and ZT´ZpU ,T q ě κeA´ε3{2peA`1{4q
on Gbulk by the hypothesis on Z0. It follows that
on Gbulk XGfug : ∆ “ 1
c0
log
´ ZT
κeA
¯
ě 0. (7.23)
By (7.16) and Proposition 5.2, we now have for large a,
on Gbulk XGfug : |ErZ 1p0qT1 |FNT s ´ κeA| ď ε3{2eA{3, (7.24)
as well as
on Gbulk XGfug : |VarrZ 1p0qT1 |FNT s| ď Cε´3{2 ` op1q. (7.25)
Equations (7.24) and (7.25) and the conditional Chebychev inequality now give for large a:
PpGbulk XGfug, |Z 1p0qT1 ´ κeA| ą ε3{2eA{2q ď Cε´9{2e´2A ď Cε3{2, (7.26)
by (6.2). Hence, for large a, we have by (7.26) and (5.14),
PpGbulk XGfug XGcintq ď Cε3{2, (7.27)
where
Gint “ t|e´AZ 1p0qT1 ´ κ| ď ε3{2{2u X tYT1 ď a´1{2eAu.
The probability of Gn. Equations (7.4), (7.15), (7.22) and (7.27) now give for large A and
a,
P
´
pGbulk XGfug XGbarrier XGintqc
¯
ď CA2ε5{4 `PpT ą ε3{4eAq ď ε9{8{2, (7.28)
by (6.2) and Lemma 6.2. Now note that on Gfug XGbarrier, the first and second points in the
definition of G1 from the statement of Proposition 7.4 are verified for large a, and the third
point is verified on Gbarrier XGint for large a. In total, we have for large A and a,
PpG1q ě 1´ ε9{8.
The statement for the probability of Gn now follows readily by induction, since conditioned
on the event Gn, the process started at the stopping time Tn satisfies the hypotheses of the
proposition.
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The Fourier transform of the barrier process. Define
∆drift “ pκeAq´1Z0 ´ 1` pκeAq´1pZp1qH ` Zp2qH ` qZp1qH q, and
∆jump “ pκeAq´1ZpU ,T q,
and note that ∆drift and ∆jump are independent random variables. By the definition of Gbulk
and the hypothesis on Z0, we have for large A,
on Gbulk : ∆ “ 1
c0
log
´
1`∆drift `∆jump
¯
`Opε3{2q (7.29)
Note that by (7.7) and (7.11) and the hypothesis on Z0, we have
E
”
∆drift1pTď?εa3q
ı
“ κ´1c0γ0pA` log ε` c` oAp1qq, (7.30)
and by (7.8) and (7.12) and the inequality px` y ` zq2 ď 3px2 ` y2 ` z2q
E
”
p∆driftq21pTď?εa3q
ı
“ Opε2A2q. (7.31)
Note that (7.31) implies
P
´
|∆drift| ě ε1{3, T ď
?
εa3
¯
“ Opε4{3A2q “ Opε7{6q, (7.32)
by (6.1). Now, since logp1 ` a ` bq “ logp1 ` aq ` logpp1 ` bq{p1 ` aqq, we have by (7.16),
(7.28), (7.29) and (7.32), for large A and a,
EreiλXT1 s “ EreiλXT11pTď?εa3, |∆drift|ăε1{3q1Gbulks `Opε9{8q
“ Erepiλ{c0q logp1`∆driftq1pTď?εa3, |∆drift|ăε1{3q1Gbulke
piλ{c0q logp1` ∆jump1`∆drift qs `Opε9{8q,
(7.33)
for any λ P R. We will first study the term concerning ∆jump. Write Z “ ZpU ,T q and let ρ be
a real-valued constant with |ρ| ă ε1{3. Then,
Erepiλ{c0q logp1`
∆jump
1`ρ
qs “ Erepiλ{c0q logp1`κ
´1e´AZ
1`ρ
q |Z ą εeAs `OpPapτ pH,0qmax ą ζqq
“
ż 8
ε
gpxqPpe´AZ P dx |Z ą εeAq `Opε2q,
(7.34)
where
gpxq “ exp
´ iλ
c0
log
´
1` κ
´1x
1` ρ
¯¯
.
By definition of pB and η, we have for large A and a,ż κ
ε
xPpe´AZ P dx |Z ą εeAq “ ppB `Opηqq´1ErZ1pεeAăZďκeAqs
“ c0γ0p´ log ε` log κ` oAp1qq,
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by (4.6), (6.2), (6.3), (6.14) and (6.13). It follows thatż 8
ε
gpxqPpe´AZ P dx |Z ą εeAq “ 1` iλκ
´1γ0
1` ρ p´ log ε` log κ` oAp1qq
`
ż 8
ε
gpxq ´ 1´ iλκ
´1γ0
1` ρ x1pxďκqPpe
´AZ P dx |Z ą εeAq. (7.35)
Now define hpxq “ gpxq ´ 1 ´ iλpκ´1γ0{p1 ` ρqqx1pxďκq for x ě 0 and denote by h´pxq its
left-hand derivative. Note that |hpxq| ď Cp1^x2q and |h´pxq| ď Cpx´1^x2q for x ě 0. Now,
by integration by parts, (4.5) and (6.13), we have for large a,ż 8
ε
hpxqPpe´AZ P dx |Z ą εeAq
“ hpεq ` p´1B p1` oAp1qq
´ ż 8
ε
h´pxqPpZ ą xeAqdx` php1q ´ hp1´qqPpZ ą eAq
¯
“ c0γ0
´ ż 8
0
h´pxq1
x
dx` php1q ´ hp1´qq ` oAp1q
¯
“ c0γ0p1` oAp1qq
ż 8
0
hpxq 1
x2
dx.
(7.36)
Now, one readily sees thatż 8
0
hpxq 1
x2
dx “ κ´1
´ iλ
c0
pc1 ` oAp1q `Opρqq `
ż 8
0
eiλx ´ 1´ iλx1pxď1q Λpdxq
¯
, (7.37)
where Λpdxq is as in the statement of Proposition 7.4 and c1 is a constant depending only on
c0. Equations (7.34), (7.35), (7.36) and (7.37) and the Taylor expansion of e´x at x “ 0 now
yield
Erepiλ{c0q logp1`
∆jump
1`ρ
qs
“ exp
”γ0
κ
´
iλp´ log ε` log κ`c1`oAp1q`c0
ż 8
0
eiλx´1´iλx1pxď1qΛpdxq
¯
`Opε| log ε|ρq
ı
.
(7.38)
Coming back to (7.33), we have by the Taylor expansion of p1` xqiλ{c0 at x “ 0,
Erepiλ{c0qplogp1`∆driftq`Opε| log ε|∆driftqq1pTď?εa3, |∆drift|ăε1{3q1Gbulks
“ Erp1` iλ
c0
∆drift `Op∆2driftqq1pTď?εa3qs `Opε9{8q by (7.28) and (7.32)
“ 1` iλκ´1γ0pA` log ε` c` oAp1qq `PpT ą ?εa3q `Opε9{8q by (7.30) and (7.31)
“ exp iλκ´1γ0pA` log ε` c` oAp1q `Opε1{8qq,
where the last equation follows from Lemma 6.2 and the Taylor expansion of ex at x “ 0.
This equation, together with (7.33) and (7.38) and the fact that ∆jump is independent from
∆drift, T and Gbulk, yields (7.3) in the case n “ 1. For general n, we note that
EreiλXTn1Gns “ EreiλXTn1Gn´1s ´EreiλXTn1Gn´1zGns.
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Now, by (7.3) in the case n “ 1, we have
EreiλXTn1Gn´1s “ ErEreiλpXTn´XTn´1 q |FTn´1seiλXTn´11Gn´1s
“ EreiλXTn´1`iOpε1`δq1Gn´1seεc0κ´1pKκpλq`iλA`oAp1qq
“ EreiλXTn´11Gn´1seεc0κ´1pKκpλq`iλA`oAp1qq `Opε1`δq
and
|EreiλXTn1Gn´1zGns| ď PpGn´1zGnq.
The statement now follows easily by induction over n and the previously established fact that
PpGnq ě 1´ nOpε1`δq.
7.2 Proof of Theorems 7.2 and 7.3
We set γ “ γ0{pκc0q and define the process pX2t qtě0 by
X2t “ XTttγ´1a3u ´At.
Proposition 7.6. The process pX2t qtě0 converges in law (with respect to Skorokhod’s topology)
to the Lévy process pLtqtě0 defined in Theorem 7.2.
Proof. Denote by pF 2t qtě0 the natural filtration of the process X2t , and note that F 2t “
F 2
γttγ´1u Ă FTttγ´1u . In order to show convergence of the finite-dimensional distributions, it
is enough to show (see Proposition 3.1 in [47] or Lemma 8.1 in [32], p. 225), that for every
λ P R and t, s ě 0,
E
”ˇˇˇ
EreiλX2t`s |F 2t s ´ eiλX2t esKκpλq
ˇˇˇı
Ñ 0, (7.39)
as A and a go to infinity. Now, define n :“ ttγ´1u and m :“ tpt ` sqγ´1u. Then we have by
Proposition 7.4,
EreiλpX2t`s´X2t q |FTms1Gm “ e´iλAsEreiλpXTm´XTn q |FTm s1Gn
“ exp
´
pm´ nqγ`KκpAq ` iλA` oAp1q `Opεδq˘´ iλAs¯1Gn .
“ exp
´
s
`
KκpAq ` oAp1q `Opεδq
˘¯
1Gn ,
(7.40)
because we have |pm´ nqγ ´ s| ď γ “ A´1oAp1q ` op1q, by (6.1) and (6.14). In total, we get
for A and a large enough,
E
”ˇˇˇ
EreiλpX2t`s´X2t q |F 2t s ´ esKκpλq
ˇˇˇı
ď esKκpλqEr|espoAp1q`Opεδqq ´ 1|s `PpGcmq.
By Proposition 7.4, this goes to 0 as A and a go to infinity, which proves (7.39).
In order to show tightness in Skorokhod’s topology, we use Aldous’ famous criterion [4]
(see also [12], Theorem 16.10): If for every M ą 0, every family of pF 2t q-stopping times
τ “ τpA, aq taking only finitely many values, all of which in r0,M s and every h “ hpA, aq ě 0
with hpA, aq Ñ 0 as A and a go to infinity, we have
X2τ`h ´X2τ Ñ 0, in probability as A and a go to infinity, (7.41)
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then tightness follows for the processes X2t (note that the second point in the criterion, namely
tightness of X2t for every fixed t, follows from the convergence in finite-dimensional distribu-
tions proved above). Now let τ be such a stopping time and let Vτ be the (finite) set of values
it takes. We first note that since Gn Ą Gn`1 for every n P N, we have for every t P Vτ and
every A and a large enough,
PpGcttγ´1uq ď PpGctMγ´1uq “ OpMεδq. (7.42)
by Proposition 7.4. Moreover, since F 2t Ă FTttγ´1u for every t ě 0, we have for every λ ą 0,
EreiλpX2τ`h´X2τ qs “
ÿ
tPVτ
E
”
eiλpX
2
t`h´X2t q1pτ“tq
ı
“
ÿ
tPVτ
E
”
EreiλpX2t`h´X2t q |FTttγ´1us1pτ“tq1Gttγ´1u
ı
`OpMεδq by (7.42)
“ ehpKκpλq`oAp1q`Opεδqqp1´OpMεδqq `OpMεδq, by (7.40),
which converges to 1 as A and a go to infinity. This implies (7.41) and therefore proves
tightness in Skorokhod’s topology, since M was arbitrary. Together with the convergence in
finite-dimensional distributions proved above, the lemma follows.
A coupling with a Poisson process. Let pVnqně0 be a sequence of independent expo-
nentially distributed random variable with parameter pBeAπκ. In order to prove convergence
of the processes X 1t and Xt, we are going to couple the BBM with the sequence pVnq in the
following way: Suppose we have constructed the BBM until time Tn´1. Now, on the event
Gn´1, by Lemma 6.6, the strong Markov property of BBM and the transfer theorem ([43],
Theorem 5.10), we can construct the BBM up to time Tn such that
PpGcoupl,nq ě 1´Opε2q, (7.43)
where
Gcoupl,n “ t|pTBOn ´ Tn´1q{a3 ´ Vn| ď ε3{2u X t|pTBOn ´ Tn´1q{pa3Vnq ´ 1| ď
?
εq ď ε2u,
where TBOn is here the time of the first breakout after Tn´1. On the event Gcn´1, we simply
let the BBM evolve independently of pVjqjěn. Now, define
G1n “ Gn X
č
1ďjďn
Gcoupl,j.
Then, on G1n, we have Tn “ TBOn ` a5{2, whence for large A and a,
on G1n : |pTn ´ Tn´1q{a3 ´ Vn| ď 2ε3{2 and |pTn ´ Tn´1q{pa3Vnq ´ 1| ď 2
?
ε. (7.44)
Furthermore, by (7.43) and Proposition 7.4, there is a δ ą 0, such that for large A and a,
PpG1nq ě 1´ nOpε1`δq (7.45)
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Proof of Theorem 7.3. Let d denote the Skorokhod metric on Dpr0,8qq (see [32], Section 3.5).
Let Φ be the space of strictly increasing, continuous, maps of r0,8q onto itself. Let x, x1, x2, . . .
be elements of Dpr0,8qq. Then ([32], Proposition 3.5.3), dpxn, xq Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8 if and only
if for every M ą 0 there exists a sequence pϕnq in Φ, such that
sup
tPr0,Ms
|ϕnptq ´ t| Ñ 0, (7.46)
and
sup
tPr0,Ms
|xnpϕnptqq ´ xptq| Ñ 0. (7.47)
If px1nqnPN is another sequence of functions in Dpr0,8qq, with dpx1n, xq Ñ 0, then by the
triangle inequality and the fact that Φ is stable under the operations of inverse and convolution,
we have dpxn, xq Ñ 0 if and only if there exists a sequence pϕnq in Φ, such that (7.46) holds
and
sup
tPr0,Ms
|xnpϕnptqq ´ x1nptq| Ñ 0. (7.48)
For every A and a, we define the (random) map ϕA,a P Φ by
ϕA,aptq “ pp1´ rqTn ` rTn`1q π
2
c20a
3
, if t “ γpn` rq, with n P N, r P r0, 1s.
Let M ą 0 and define nM “ rMγs. Then we have
sup
tPr0,Ms
|ϕA,aptq ´ t| ď max
nPt0,...,nMu
ˇˇˇˇ
π2
c20a
3
Tn ´ γn
ˇˇˇˇ
, (7.49)
and
sup
tPr0,Ms
|X2t ´X 1ϕA,aptq| ď maxnPt0,...,nMuA
ˇˇˇˇ
π2
c20a
3
Tn ´ γn
ˇˇˇˇ
. (7.50)
Now note that γ “ pi2
c20
ErV1s, and by Doob’s L2 inequality we get
P
´
max
nPt0,...,nMu
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ nÿ
i“1
Vi ´ nErV1s
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ą ε1{3¯ ď 4ε´2{3nM VarpViq “ Opε1{3q.
Furthermore, on the set G1nM , we have for every n ď nM ,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇTn ´ nÿ
i“0
Vi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď OpnMε3{2q “ Opε1{2q.
In total, we get with (7.49) and (7.50), as A and a go to infinity,
@M ą 0 : sup
tPr0,Ms
|ϕA,aptq ´ t| _ |X2t ´X 1ϕA,aptq| Ñ 0, in probability, (7.51)
which is equivalent toÿ
Mě1
2´M
”
1^
´
sup
tPr0,Ms
|ϕA,aptq ´ t| _ |X2t ´X 1ϕA,aptq|
¯ı
Ñ 0, in probability. (7.52)
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Now, suppose that A and a go to infinity along a sequence pAn, anqnPN and denote by X 1An,an ,
X2An,an and ϕAn,an the processes corresponding to these parameters. By Proposition 7.6, and
Skorokhod’s representation theorem ([12], Theorem 6.7), there exists a probability space, on
which the sequence pX2An,anq converges almost surely as n Ñ 8 to the limiting Lévy process
L “ pLtqtě0 stated in the theorem. Applying again the representation theorem as well as
the transfer theorem, we can transfer the processes X 1An,an and ϕAn,an to this probability
space in such a way that the convergence in (7.52) holds almost surely, which implies that
the convergence in (7.51) holds almost surely as well. By the remarks at the beginning of the
proof, it follows that on this new probability space,
dpX 1An,an , Lq ď dpX 1An,an ,X2An,anq ` dpX2An,an , Lq Ñ 0,
almost surely, as nÑ 8. This proves the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 7.2. By the virtue of Theorem 7.3, it suffices to show that for every 0 ă
t1 ă t2 ă . . . ă tk we have
P
´
@i : Xp8q
tia3
“ Jtia3
¯
Ñ 1. (7.53)
Let n :“ r2ptk ` 2q{ErV1ss, such that n “ Opε´1q, by (6.14). By Chebychev’s inequality, we
then have
Pp
nÿ
i“1
Vi ď tk ` 2q ď Pp
nÿ
i“1
pVi ´ ErVisq ď ´n
2
ErV1sq “ OpnVarpViqq “ Opεq. (7.54)
Furthermore, define the intervals Ii “ ti`r´2nε3{2´a´1{2, 2nε3{2s, i “ 1, . . . , k and denote by
P the point process on the real line with points at the positions V1, V1`V2, V1` V2` V3, . . ..
Then P is a Poisson process with intensity 1{ErV1s “ Opε´1q and thus,
P
´
P X
kď
i“1
Ii ‰ H
¯
“ Opε1{2q ` op1q. (7.55)
We now have
P
´
@i : Xp8q
tia3
“ Jtia3
¯
ě P
´
Epi, jq : tia3 P rTj ´ TBOj´1, Tjs
¯
by definition
ě P
´
G1n,
nÿ
i“1
Vi ą tk ` 2, P X
kď
i“1
Ii “ H
¯
by definition of G1n
ě 1´Opεδq ´ op1q by (7.45), (7.54), (7.55).
Letting A and a go to infinity yields (7.53) and thus proves the theorem.
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